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Enrollment
declines
13 percent

I
Act to benefit college students passes, waits for Bush
Emlly

Wu~hner

News Editor
Taylor Crawford wasn't too worried about paying for college with
the scholarships she had. But the
Pell grant she received gave her
more confidence.

"Extra money always helps when
you're trying to pay for college,"
Crawford said.
Ct awford, sophomore from
Owensboro, Ky., received her Pell •
grant her first semester at Murray
State and said, financially, things
are much easier.
"It helps to have it just
because it helps you pay. for
things you need," Crawford said.
"It takes tbe worry off of paying
for things you need."
The U.S. Senate
and House of
Representatives

•f

Kilts, bagpipes
and an array of
ames, gave life
to the Highland
Festival
College life, 88

passed the College Cost Reduction
and Access Act Sept. 7. The bill will
now go to President George W.
Bush, who said he will sign the act
into law.
The act will cut about $20 billion
in government subsidies to banks
that make student loans. If passed,
the bill will increase the maximum
Pell grant from $4,310 a year to
$5,400 a year by 2012. It also will
cut interest rates on federally
backed student loans from 6.8 percent to 3.4 percent over the next
four years.
Federal Pell grants are usually
only awarded to undergraduate students who have not earned a bachelor's or professional degree. The
money does not have to be
repaid.
If passed. the grant
increase would take effect
for the 2008-09 school
year.
Director of Student Financial Aid Charles Vinson said
24,000 to 25,000 students receive
Pell grants yearly, which is an
excess of $6-7 million.
Vinson said while
the increase would give
more money to students, he still has
some concern.
"The
downside is
that the
bill also

removes many of the incentives for
lenders in the student lending busiRobin Phelps
ness," Vinson said. "It is my belief . Staff writer
and the belief of some others as
well that this will, in the long-run or
Some students may have come for the
even in the not too long run, force
Racer Spirit, others because of the guy-tosome of the smaller lenders out of girl ratio. Despite the reason for attenbusiness and will reduce competidance, Murray State has consistently won
tion and ultimately could reduce
the hearts of many prospective students. ,
But lately, due to 2007-08's 1.3 percent
benefits to students. So that's my
concern as far as the loan."
enrollment decline, University officials
The increase would not only aid
are concerned about the decrease in
current students but it could
undergraduate
enrollment,
which,!
increase University enrollment.
according to President Randy Dunn, is the:
culprit for the projected decline.
'
"Certainly it would put another
"We knew that we were going to have a:
group of students into the eligible
pool and would increase the dollars
challenge for a couple of years until we.
for those students that are already
put some plans in place on undergraduate
enrollment, especially freshmen," Dunn
receiving grants, assuming everything remains equal as far as family
said. "I'm disappointed that (the numbers) are what they are.... That will not be
income and other eligibility
requirements," Vinson said. "Hopesufficient for the future."
fully, it would help the University
Although Dunn said the undergraduate
by more financial aid being availenrollment needed tweaking, he also said
. able to students and would encourother factors have played a role in the:
age more students to attend col· .
percentage decline.
lege."
"Some say gas prices and external:
Vinson said he is unsure of the
issues," Dunn said "I tend to see those ·
more as trying to explain away the issue,
specifics concerning what the grant
will offer.
as opposed to us being vigorous and try"A Jot of the details we don't
ing to respond to it. The same issues that
know yet, and that will be worked
hit us bit SEMO. Western Kentucky and
out in the negotiative rule-making
other institutions that have been able to
sessions with the US department of show growth."
education at a later date," he said.
Dunn said the difficulty in fixing a
"We don't know what the annual
problem such as undergraduate enrollment is one that wiJI take great amounts
increase will be in the Pell grant.
of analyzing and production.
We just know the range that it will
be up to in five years."
"The question on our end becomes
Emily Wuchner can be reached at
'What do we need to be doing?', because
emily. wuchner@murraystate.'edu.
we have a wonderful ins.titution," Dunn
said. "We have very, very affordable pricing, we have strong retention and an
engagement of students on this campus
and for some reason, all of these things
are not clicking together to increase
undergraduate, particularly freshmen
enrollment, and we've got to get to the
bottom of it."
Ronald Sickles, Jr., freshman from
Louisville, Ky. said his enrollment at the
University was due to rigorous recruitment.
"What made me come is how active the
teachers were - whenever I e-mailed
,It"

u
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Campus officials focus on student, faculty diversity, measure progress
Alaina Zanin
Assistant News Editor
Diversity is a tricky word.
We slap it on events, weeks, agendas, mission statements, clubs,
debates and discussions. We throw
it around with ease, without really
agreeing upon a general meaning or
concise deftnition. Will we ever
know when we've reached or
achieved it?
Director of African-American Student Services and Ethnic Programs
S.G. Carthell has his definition of
diversity on the back of his business
card.

It states, "Each person who
accepts membership in the university community must realize that
membership obligates him or her,
regardless of roles or responsibilities, to commit to and practice several basic principles of diversity (by)
accepting one another, learning
from one another, creating an
atmosphere of positive engagement
and challenging bigotry."
Presently. Murray State is work·
ing to increase diversity in the student body and the staff.
Associate Director of School Relations Roslyn White said her job is to
recruit more African-American stu-

dents to campus, but it is challenging
because the Kentucky population is
not very diverse in comparison to
other states.
"It's not a difficult job, but it is a
challenging one," White said. "We
are all competing for the same small
pool of students. We want our
school to be racially diverse. Our
world is diverse and we want our
campus to reflect the world."
School Relations has special days
designed specifically for black students to visit campus. Leaders
Enhancing Academic Diversity or
LEAD is a special student group.
organized by School Relations that

welcome incoming minority students to campus. White participates
in special recruiting, where she goes
to urban areas to find more collegeready minority students. Recruiters
are also allowed to offer scholarships to minority students on the
spot, depending on their academic
achievements.
Carthell said his job is to retain
black students and create a positive
campus climate.
"We are responsible for retention," Carthell said. "This is a retention mission. We provide a number
of programs and activities. for example our academic skills program. In

addition to that, climate has been
cited as one of the biggest issues
dealing with retention, whether they
want to stay at an institution,
whether they feel like they belong especially the freshman class. The
climate is very important. Students
want to know what it is like to be an
African American, a Hispanic-American an Asian- American on that
campus."
[n addition to student diversity,
faculty diversity is also important to
the climate of a college campus.
Under Kentucky's equal opportunity

see DIYERSnl, 3A

Universities evaluate campus safety needs
Emily Wuchner
News Editor

·

Installing door alarms, having emergency
telephones outside residential colleges and
establishing a statewide center for campus
safety are some of the suggestions the Governor's Task Force on Campus Safety released in
their 24-page report Sept. 7.
The task force was composed of 15 people
including Student Government Association
President Eric King, and was chaired by Gail
Minger. Minger's son, Michael, died in the 1998
fire at Hester Residential College.
The task force began work in January and
examined building and fire codes and law
enforcement. Over an eight-month period,
members held open forums on several campuses across the state.
At the forums, students shared concerns
about unauthorized people entering residence
halls. When the group toured campuses they
realized student workers were not watching
student entry.
"Several consistent themes emerged from
the input received through surveys that were
returned to the Task Force and discussions

during the forums and campus visits," the
report read. "Although there are check-in policies and card access systems in place at some
of the halls, people are still able to gain access
to students' living quarters."
Murray State put procedures in place earlier
in the semester requiring students to show
identification when entering Residential Colleges.
The task force also suggested creating a center for campus safety, which would serve as a
central clearinghouse for information on public
safety issues. The center would also review and
refme safety policies and solicit grants and
other funds for fire and safety programs.
"We had the opportunity to look at the areas
of concern that have emerged the past several
years,'' Minger said in a press release. "The
most important recommendation may be the
formation of the proposed center for campus
safety. It would serve as a clearinghouse for
information to help with best practices and to
assist all universities.
Other suggestions include scheduling
mandatory drug and alcohol awareness classes
each semester, improving lighting across campus and creating 24-hour security systems to

Elaine l<ight/The News

As part of a newcampus-wide policy, junior Lisa Zarzeckl from Collinsville, Ill. slides her Racercard throuoh
the card reader at Richmond Colleoe In order to get Into her residential colleoe.
monitor housing entrances.
King served as the task force's student representative and gave the group student insight.
"I think our University will take appropriate
actions to try and parallel ourselves with this
report, because I think it offers some great sug-

gestions as to how we can keep our campus
safer," King said.
University president Randy Dunn said be
was pleased with the outcome of the report.

seeSAFm,3A
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Phone: 809-5870
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This week
Today

Saturday
•9 a.m. Pony Pull; Expo Center; call 3021703 for more information, $5
•9:30 a.m. Festival of Champions; Roy
Stewart Stadium; marching band competition; tickets at the gate; for more information call John Fannin at 809-6449
•7 p.m. Dr. James W. Hannack scholarship
banquet; tickets go to scholarship fund,
$40
•7:30 p.m. Janiva Magness; Lovett Auditorium; blues and jazz concert; hosted by
the Murray Civic Music Association; call
809-4288 for more information
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International: ..The
Last King Scotland;" Curris Center Theater, free

Police Beat

1

Sept.l3

Tuesday

•7:30 p.m. Cinema International: "The
Last King of Scotland;" Curris Center
Theater, free
•8 p.m. Sam and Ruby; Lovett Auditorium; pop, folk and rock duo; ticket master.com for more information, $10

•9 a.m. Ag Days; Expo Center; call Cindy
Cossey 767-0479 for more information
•S p.m. Campus Activities Board Meeting;
Curris Center Tennessee Room; open to
the public and guests welcome
•8 p.m Mock Rape Trial; Wrather Auditorium; part of BE SAFE week; open to the
public

I

I

Wednesday·

I

12:12 a.m. A caller from College
Courts reported a possibly intoxicated person around parked cars.
The person needed an escort back
to Cambridge. Kentucky State
Police escorted the person back
to their home.
12:37 p.m. A caller from Regents
College notified Public Safety that
the ROTC would be practicing
with rubber rifles in the afternoon.
U."()S p.m. A caller from Hart College requested emergency medical services for a resident who
was possibly having a seizure.
EMS transported the resident to
the emergency room.

•S p.m. Panel discussion: The Male Perspective; Faculty Hall room 208; part of
BE SAFE week; open to the public
•6 p.m. Restaurant tour; meet at the Wesley Foundation across from White College: car pool to local restaurants; open to
the public, $10
I 12:38 Lm. Murray State Police
•7 p.m. Christ Ambassadors, Weekly ' issued a citation to Mark C. Hall,
Word and Worship; Curris Center theater
freshman from Union City, Tenn.,
for not wearing a seatbelt in front
of Elizabeth College.
9-.31 a.m. Murray State Police
arrested Christopher R. Pearson,
•7 p.m. Thursday Night Grind; Katie Frank
1
is playing at Hart College Thorough- graduate student from Louisville,
Ky., on a warrant from Jefferson
brewed Cafe, free
Ky.
County,
•1· p.m. "Arc You Afraid of the Dark?"
10:02
a.m.
A caller from the Chest·
Monologues; Faculty Hall Room 208; part
nut Street bridge reported crime
of BE SAFE week; open to the public
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International: "Who scene tape dangling from the footKilled the Electric Car?" Curris Center bridge in the lane of traffic. Facilities Management was notified.
Theater, free
1 ll:Sl a.m. A person at Public Safety slammed his or her finger in
the door of his or her vehicle and
sept zs-Jo: Family Weekend;
passed out. The person was
activities for families vlsitlnQ MlJTay state stuchecked by emergency medical
dents.
services and released.
[ 4:34 p.m. An officer reported a
vehicle ran off the road at 16th
Street and Howton Street. The
Cinema International
vehicle was gone when the officer returned and there was no
! Who Killed the Electric Car? (USA):
damage.
• Sept. 27-29
8:40p.m. A caller from the Soror:Water (Canada, India): Oct.ll-13
ity Suites reported several places
: Lone Star (United Kingdom): Oct. 18-20
adjacent to campus property had
: Children of Men (USA): Oct. 25-27
been toilet papered. People with
toilet paper were located and told
~ Movies begin at 7:30 in the Curris Cen- ~ to
stay off Murray State property.
: ter Theater. Admission is free.
:

I
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I

Thursday

!

Coming Up

Now Playing

Elaine Kight!The New)

Sunday
•AU Day No Events

•All Week Art Exhibit; Clara M. Eagle Art
Gallery; Emily Honako Momohara presents her experiences in World War II
Japanese internment camp; call 809-3052
for more information
• BE SAFE Week: ~ual assawt. aV<areQ.ess week; Sl?onsored by the Women's
Center
t9 a.m. F~hman seutor election for StQL
dent Goveniment Association: link on
www.msusga.com
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Sept. IS
12:10 a.m. An officer requested a

.............._ _.:...:_:_ _J I

~~~~~~t..:.:.w..

Murray Police officer for a ~~~~?
of people y. . JJC OJK ~
across the .street from Pogue
Library.
2:10 a.m. A caller from Elizabeth
College reported smoke in a
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lobby restroom from a discarded
cigarette in the trash can. An officer reported there was no smoke
or fire upon arrival. The Murray
Fire Department was notified.
8:05 p.m. Murray State Police
arrested Chandler M. Boron, nonstudent from Soddy Daisy, Tenn.,
for driving under the influence at
Reagan Baseball Field.

Sept.l6
12:13 a.m. An officer told three
people in the mall area to refrain
from playing with the gate at 15th
Street and Olive Boulevard.
3:48 a.m. A Murray State officer at
the Lambda Chi house with the
Murray Police Department tried
to prevent an altercation with the
fraternity.
3:18 p.m. An officer reported a
light pole in front of Carr Health
leaning on a bench. Central Plant
was notified and said it would
check on it.
S:ll p.m. A caller from Chestnut
Street reported a motor vehicle
accident with injuries. Emergency
Medical Services and the Murray
Police Department were noti~ed.

Sept.l7
11:39 a.m. Murray State Police

employee put water in the urn.

Sept. IS
a.m. A caller from the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center reported
suspicious people in the building
and requested an officer walk
through the building. Any people
who were not supposed to be in
the building were gone on officer
arrival.
10:23 a.m. A student at Public
Safety reported his or her vehicle
being hit the day before while
parked in a university lot. The
student filled out an accident
report.
3:49 p.m. A caller from Faculty
Hall reported a bicycle missing
from the bike rack. A report was
taken for theft less than $300.
4:(17

Sept.l9
10:46 a.m. A caller at Highway 94
West said two Murray State vehicles almost struck the caller's
spouse after pulling out in front of
a vehicle on a country road.
Transportation services was notified.
4:35 p.m. An officer issued a citation to John A Petrie, senior from
Paris, Tenn. for failure to wear a
seatbelt.
5:13 p.m. An officer issued a citation to John C. Bensing. graduate
student from Louisville, Ky. for
no proof of insurance.
6:13 p.m. Residents at Franklin
College reported the north and
south exit doors were bolted from
the inside. An officer checked the
doors and said they have a magnetic lock in place. The doors
open when the fire alarm is activated.

issued a citation to Cassie B. Burkeen, sophomore from Almo, Ky ..
for driving lS miles per hour over
the speed limit at Stewart Stadium.
12:58 p.m. The grounds crew
reported a vehicle parked in the
White College parking lot that
111ay have been a part of an earlier
hit-and-run accident. No contact
was made with the vehicle's
owner. A message was left with
the front desk.
Motorist assists - 2
3:32 p.m. A caller from the Expo
Center reported a vehicle hitting
Racer escorts - 4
Arrests - 1
a pole and knocking it over. Central Plant was notified to repair
the pole. A report was taken.
s-.s&t mat~'PaM/illlfr!,.,
'Sfu6\eTcOOil"rig:r~m~
Emily WuC'imer and Alaina Zanin
compile J>Olke Beat with mctterials
~ out~ of Winslow Db~
Public Safety provides. All disH'aO. Murray Fire Department
was notified and a Winslow
patched calls are not listed.
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ENROLLMENT
From Page l
somebody. I would get a quick response," Sickles said. "When I
e-mailed other schools, it would take months.... I got something
in tht: mail every day (from Murray State)."
Murray State's recruitment team impacted Sickles decision to
enroll. but for other prospective students, the University's
methods may not have been enough.
Although Dunn said the numbers of incoming freshmen are
down this year, Jim Vaughan, assistant vice president of enrollment management said he and his staff are working to increase
the enrollment numbers of freshmen and undergraduate students.
"My challenge to Paul Radke and all of the great team in the
school relations office is to increase the number of students that
enroll that have been admitted by broadening the bottom of the
funnel," Vaughan .said.

3a ·.

Most students can remember their joyous admittance into
numerous prospective colleges and Vaughan said it is during
this process when students decide on a university.
"As a general rule of thumb, 60 percent of students admitted
actually enroll," Vaughan said.
Vaughan said another factor in the decline in freshmen enrollment is due to the matriculation rate of area high schools.
"Within the IS-county service region, our high school graduation numbers are relatively flat," Vaughan said.
With the low graduation rate and approximate 40 percent
margin of students who do not enroll at Murray State after
applying, Vaughan said his duty and his office's goal is to recruit
those students.
"My overall job is to coordinate the overall enrollment growth
of the University, have direct supervision over school relations,
admissions services. fmancial aid and the scholarship office,"
Vaughan said.
Vaughan said part of the University's plan is to take another
look at recruitment tactics.
"The enrollment study program is considering aspects and

SAFETY

market segments to determine what our market enrollment
strategy should be," Vaughan said,
In addition to revaluating the market strategy, Vaughan said
the University is preparing to purchase a new system.
"We're in the process of purchasing a client resource management system that will help us market more effectively,"
Vaughan said.
Although the 1.3 percent projected overall decline in enroll- ·
ment has some University faculty and staff feeling glum, Vaughan said, on the other hand, graduate rates saw a significant ;
increase.
As for the disheartening undergraduate decline, Dunn said the
University is working to fuc the problem,
•
"You don't get stuff like this fixed quickly," Dunn said. "So •
we're doing some thinking on it now, coming up with some •
plans, put those plans in place, we'll see the impact of them in •
fall 2008, fall 2009 and if they aren't getting some pay off then
we better go back to the drawing board and try something else
because this bas to get flgUI'ed out."

Robin Phelps can be reached at robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu. ·

DIVERSIR

From Pagel

From Pagel

''I was heartened with that very first finding that was listed that said overall that the
status of safety and .security on Kentucky's campus' is strong," Dunn said. "We felt very
solid about what was happening here and I know a lot of presidents across the commonwealth did at their campuses. We took some actions coming out of Virginia Tech
that we thought were appropriate and when you look at the full range of things that the
campuses are doing, that task force found that that was good and something for the
commonwealth to take heart in. It also showed room for improvement and I don't disagree with those."
Dunn said campus officials are looking at different ways to increase campus security
including establishing a campus warning system or an office of emergency awareness.

plan, the Council on Post-Secondary Education
refuses to approve any new programs if state univer·
sities do not meet their equal opportunity goals.
The overall percentage of full-time minority workers at Murray State is 8.7 percent, according to the
2006-2007 Murray State Factbook. Staff recruiters,
however, are still working toward their goal of a 5percent black faculty.
Each institution has its own objective. The University of Louisville's objective is to have at least 7 percent of its faculty composed of black individuals,

Emily Wuchner. can be reached at emily.wuchner@murraystate.edu.

Sports Rehab
Do You Want to Work With Athletes?
logon's Deportment of Sports & Rehabil~otion Ls oesigled to oss!st students n the
management of lnjunes & assist nthe treatment of patients in a cllnicot setting.

~

Unique Ouai·Oeg• M.S./D.C. aIndependent Graduate Degr" Formats

~ Deverop Skills in the Auessment,

i

University
Barber

Ask about

Men's facial shaving•••

Treatment, Con<frticmg aInjury

Management of Athletes
~

Alaina Zanin can be reached at alaina.zanin@mur- ;I
raystate.edu.
J
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Shop

Master's Degree in Sports Science & RehabiiHation

while the University of Kentucky's goal is 3 percent,
according to the Courier-Journal.
Sydney Gholston. sophomore from Greenville
Ind., has a black father and a Caucasian mother.
"Because I'm mixed, white people see me as black
and black people see me as white," Gholston said. "I
don't fit into either category. Sometimes I think there
are cliques and groups on campus and people just
have a hard time getting out of their shells. Being
diverse means there are divisions. The main thing is
that people need to start seeing people are who they
are because of their life experiences, not because
they are black or Muslim or Jewish or white, just like
my mom taught me."
~

MSU Student Discount &
Military Discount

Work with Professional, Collegiate aH.gh School Spom Tt<lnS

• Learn from Experts il Spotts Medicine
l)o

Treat pohents in the stale·of·the·art BIOFREEZE® Sports
Rehoblli!alioo Center

a

Ladies get pampered too!
Keep your tan all winter...
ask about other tanning
Regular: 10 cents a Minute
Special: $25 Unlimited ~onth

If you ore looking for a career In heolthcore offering tremendous
personal satisfaction. professional success and on income cornrnensu'ote
wnh your professional poslfioo. contact Logon University todoyl

1 OS N. 16th Street
753-1953

-------------Welcome to Murray!

Tuesday - Friday 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. - Noon

Christian Community Church
1201 S. 16th St.
Corner of 16th and Glendale
759-4404
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Opinion Editor: Jim Burch
Ph one: 809-5873

Campus has fewer options on foot
..

,,

'"'

.
'"•

what do you think...

Campus demolition
leaves students with
fewer running options
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial
board of The Murray State News.
The University will soon begin tearing down the Old
Boy Scout Museum and has already started preparing by
setting up fences along 16th Street.
The fences were recently adjusted to keep the sidewalks accessible, but once the destruction begins, dirt
will be kicked up and the equipment will make enough
noise to turn runners away from exercising on the sidewalks around campus.
The approximately two-mile path around campus, commonly known as "the loop," is a popular path for students
who run. In fact, it's one of the only places students can
fmd to run long distances near.
Unlike most colleges and universities, Murray State
does not have a marked running and bike trail either
through or near campus. There are other paths off campus but they are not marked and are less convenient for
students. Murray is also lacking in sidewalks along many
major roads, which makes finding a new place to run
even more difficult.
Aside from running and biking, 16th Street is a common
area for student to walk to and from classes. Not having
walking paths limits students' access around campus.
The demand for an official running and bike trail is
nothing new in student life at Murray State, but the
recent activity at the Old Boy Scout Museum should, we
];lop~ be a feJJlincJe~·.to.klniyersity Facilities Management
~at now wbti1tl be \t good -:i"lthfe to begin planning a
new path near camp~.
The loop will probably be a pretty unpleasant path to
run when the demolition begins along 16th Street.
Moving the fences in front of the Old Boy Scout Museum was a good first step, but we hope students who love
to run will soon have a better alternative and won't have
to resort to simply running laps at the football stadium.

,Discovering triathlons changes health,

~
whatwouldyouliketoseein aunive~ityrunnin9fbiketrail? : perspective for Murray State graduate
In My . I'm not bragging about my accomplishments
O • •
by any means, and I know I'm not doing anything

"I would just like to see any trails,
especially bike trails, on surrounding
roads of campus."

Will Criner • Nashville. Tenn.
senior

"I would like to see trails along the major

roads around town and maybe through
the parks.
logan Smith • Smithland, Ky.
junior
"I'd really like to see bike trails on the
roads around campus, because sidewalks
are often crowded with pedestrians."

Emily Pollom • Georgetown. Ind.
senior

' I'd like to see a bike or walking trail from
campus to Wai-Mart and biking lanes
through campus.
Alex Klausing ·louisville, Ky.
Junior
Caitlin Dunnagan/The News

the news
M URRAY STATE U NIVERSITY
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray. Kentucky 42071·3301
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definitely not. and there are many others in Murray and throughout the world that are much betplDIOD that others can't do. I just try to do triathlons and ter at these events than I am.
do them the best I can.
I write this to inspire you to get up and
In the fall of 2003, I weighed 240 pounds. That improve your way of living. I'm not saying I'll
spring, the wellness center opened and I decided live any longer now that I am in the best shape of
to change my life.
my life, but I know I have increased my odds,
During that spring semester 1 made it down to according to doctors. Anyone can run, bike,
around 200 pounds just by doing cardio in the swim or just live a healthier life by watching
gym. That summer, a friend and fellow Murray what he or she consumes.
State alumnus asked me to do a sprint triathlon
I will say that participating in these events
with him that August to raise money for a girl keeps me motivated to do such, because you will
who was diagnosed with cancer. I agreed, and never have a greater feeling than when you
trained hard that summer.
crossing the fmish line at an event that you
Throughout the summer I continued to lose never thought you could complete.
weight, and completed my first sprint triathlon,
Not only is it an accomplishment for you, but
consisted of a 400 meter swim, 15 mile bike, and imagine running the St. Jude marathon in MemJohn
three mile run. I was addicted to the feeling of phis, Tenn., and seeing families of some of the
OUver
crossing that line, and giving money to good children from the hospital. They are out on the
causes while simultaneously improving my course cheering you on and holding signs with
John Oliver is a health.
pictures of their children and statements like,
senior admissions
Over
the
past
couple
of
years.
I have complet- "John and his family thank you!"
counseler for
ed multiple sprint triathlons, two halfThe last mile of that marathon passes by the
Murray State
marathons, and two full marathons and a couple St. Jude Children's Research Hospital. Last year
of Olympic or international distance triathlons when I did it, the temperature was 30 degrees
(.9 mile swim, 25 mile bike, and six mile run).
and one little boy was out there in his wheelThis past weekend I completed my first half- chair all bundled up, cheering for the runners. It
lronman, a 1.2 mile swim, 56 mile bike, and 13.1 defmitely makes that last mile much less painful
mile run and actually fmished in the top 20 out than the previous 25 when you see that boy and
of 129 competitors.
recognize his pain.
Maybe one day I'll go for the full Ironman, but
So, I encourage you to step outside your comright now I'm going to enjoy the feeling of work- fort zone, and try to do something you never
ing out for five hours and 20 minutes straight, dreamed of doing. You may improve not only
knowing that a few years ago working out for 20 your life, but also the lives of others around you
minutes at a lower intensity was a strain to me. and throughout the world. It only takes a little
Why do I write this? Like I said, not to make work and discipline to be well on your way to
myself look any better than others because I'm the fmish line.
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Campus meals decline in quality, rise in price
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In My
Opinion

While walking around campus the past
few weeks, I have noticed a common topic
of discussion from the freshmen to seniors Winslow.
Most students I have spoken with have
the same general concerns with our meal
provider. One of the biggest grievances stu~
dents have is the new policy on to-go containers.
Although Winslow's attempt to better the
environment is valiant. students tend to
agree the seriousness behind the words "to~
go" has gone too far.
One can no longer enjoy the company of
friends because he is carrying the ultimate
sign of leaving the premise - styrofoam.
Not only can we no longer sit inside the
building while holding food in a box, we
cannot sit with friends while they eat. Both
Lauren
of these issues were covered in depth in the
Bauer
editorial last week; however, I would like to
.
mention a few more I feel were left out.
Lauren Bauer 15.a
If Winslow needs to raise the prices of
SOP_h~more .creative meals in order to pay for the higher miniwrrtmg m?JOr from mum wage for their workers, then so be it. I
St. Louzs, Mo.
understand the importance of fair wages for
labor. My only concern is the quality of
food.
One would assume if the price were to
skyrocket, the quality of food would as well.

The reverse effect has happened. The quality of food has not only dropped, it has
plummeted. For example, the wraps area, a
personal favorite of mine, no longer serves a
variety of chicken, like spicy, honey barbecue or honey mustard. Instead, one general
bland form of popcorn chicken is served.
The salad bar no longer provides chicken or
meat to adorn one's salad. Though these
may seem like simple changes to the menu,
something this small can make a difference
in one's daily eating habits.
Something else I have noticed this year is
the "last call" policy. One side of the dinning
area closes early. Not only does Winslow
lower the gate on this one side an hour
early, someone then yells "last call" at dining students. A mad dash for ice cream, pies
and more soda fills this side of the dining
hall, in an attempt to get back to one's seat
before the gate is locked. Yes, locked, an
hour before Winslow officially closes.
I have been on this side of the gate and
overheard a table Of girls behind me ask
where their friend was. She had been locked
out because she wanted to get more to drink
to flnish her mea). This is excessive behavior.
I understand the cleaning crew wants to
get started. But, simply lowering the gate

halfway will prevent students from entering, while not inhibiting students from leaving and making it safely back in to flnisb eating.
Instead of enforcing the lockdown an
hour early, maybe a half-hour early with the
gate halfway down would do a sufficient job
of clearing unwanted guests, while still
allowing them the simplicities of more
water.
Furthermore, from personal inquiries, I
have found a good amount of students,
including international students, do not
have meal plans and instead have declining
balance, some form of money on their cards
or they pay out of pocket.
This means these students and visitors to
campus have to pay $7.25 for a lunch that is
worth $4.30 in quality, and $8.25 for a dinner
worth $5.00. This is a problem. If these students or visitors have to pay this much for
meals, why is the set amount at Fast Track
and the T-Room still $4.30 for lunch and
$5.00 for dinner?
All of these changes without adequate
explanation not only create confusion, frustration and rebellion from the students, but
also open the door to more canceled meal
plans, and distrust of Food Services all
together.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Amnesty International bas
misjudged values, views

0

o

In a recent commentary in The
Murray State News, Eden Davis
asked students on campus to join
Amnesty International, declaring
that we suffer from a sick condition,
namely, being educated in such a
tiny, conservative and seemingly
closed-minded area of the unilaterally-focused world power, the United
States.
But as I look out my apartment
window I see no death squads or reeducation camps. I only see my
neighbors who are like us, getting an
education of which most of the
world, with its dictators, third world
poverty and tyrants, could only
dream.
Amnesty International regularly
targets only one country - the United States.
In 2006, it released 13 country
reports against the U.S. But concerning Kim Jong-il and North Korea, a
country which has a nuclear
weapons program and has vowed to
use them. Amnesty International has
released no reports.
Amnesty
International
has
released more country reports
against the U.S. than against Cuba.
Syria, North Korea, China, the Palestinian authority, Iran and Saudi Arabia combined. Sudan, which has
killed 400,000 of its own people, was
only criticized in eight reports.
Amnesty International Secretary
General Irene Kahn wrote this year,
"Only of common commitment
based on shared values can lead to a
sustainable solution."
What on earth would the U.S. have
in common with those countries that
your group allows them to get away
with p11st and current crimes?
In his book "Law With Nations?
Why Constitutional Government
Requires Sovereign States," Jeremy
Rabkin wrote that while Pol Pot
slaughtered one-third of the Cambodian population, Amnesty International remained silent.
Why didn't they say anything?
Because they didn't want to retroactively admit that the only thing that
would have prevented it were the
American troops in Southeast Asia

during the Vietnam War.
In 2005, Kahn referred to the terrorist detention facilities at Guantanamo Bay as the gulag of our times.
When the Soviet gulags, however,
were up and running and accounting
for 20 million out of the 45 million
dead during the communist regime,
Amnesty International was again
silent during that time.
I conclude with my own experience with Amnesty International. A
long time ago, I received a fundraising letter and some envelope stickers
from the group.
Before I would send them any
money, I decided to ask them a question I had been wondering for some
time.
I asked them, "How many right-tolifers have you defended? I am especially interested if you defended any
of the right-to-life protesters who
were abused by police in Los Angeles and San Diego in the late 1980s
and 1990s."
I never heard from Amnesty International again and threw the envelope stickers in the trash.
Michael Skaggs
Non-traditional student
Murray, Ky.

Banning smoking on campus
taking it too far
In response to "Clearing Out the
Smoke," encouraging a campus-wide
smoking ban, as a non-smoker, I
must voice my objections.
Yes, it does become annoying
dodging the smoke clouds as I'm
walking to class. Yes, the cigarette
butts, packs and lighters are an eye
sore to this University's grounds.
Yes, something should be done about
it, but a campus-wide smoking ban is
not the answer to your problems. It
might seem ideal to a non-smoker,
but it is not a practical solution.
I'm not sure if you've ever had to
deal with someone trying to quit
smoking, but personally, I'd rather
not be around hundreds of people
going through nicotine withdrawals
and from at the same time. Some of
those people are more than likely my
professors and I've got enough
homework as it is.

to jim .•.

10 ways to abandon
Facebook forever
This could change
your life. Trust me on
this.

When Facebook was
introduced only a few
years ago, it created a
social phenomena that
now attracts even
politicians and business networks looking
to take full advantage
of this digital evolution.
But, like most fads
that increase exponenJim
tially in popularity,
Burch
Facebook has simply
gotten way out of
hand. This happened in two ways.
When Facebook was flrst created by a
couple of Harvard students, it was exclusive to college students. This kept up
DUlijNG !="-AMILY WEEKEND
some of the prestige and separated the
online network from other sites like
MySpace and Friendster. But now that
anyone can join, Facebook just doesn't
feel as special as it used to. It's like using
Facebook was one of the many perks of
being a college student in the first place.
The second is applications. Those
damn applications. The thing I hate so
much about MySpace is that teen girls
and emo kids load up their profiles with
so much extra crap that my computer
wants to explode.
Now that Facebook users can essentially add the same extras to their profiles,
the whole concept has gone down hill.
Fortune cookies, Grey's Anatomy
quotes, big photo, Greek family trees, top
friends - I don't really care about any of
it. It used to annoy me enough when people would actually put what they were
doing under their status boxes throughout the day. No one wants to see your
,. daily schedule that bad.
So, I've decided that over the course of
the next few weeks, I'm going to leave
Facebook behind in my life. This cannot
be done cold turkey. Paris Hilton has a
better chance of finding a nice man to settle down with. But in the right, carefully
planned steps, I do believe I can conquer
the beast that is Facebook by doing the
following:
l Throw away all of those annoying
applications. This is the outside layer of
Facebook addiction and a good starting
place to begin your path to liberation.
2. Delete all the extra information
about your favorite movies, books. interInstead, why not try to implement without being engulfed in a cloud of ests and all of that. This won't really
a way to flne people who throw their smoke. If we can't enforce the rules break you farther away from Facebook
cigarette butts on the sidewalk. After that we already have, why are we but it will certainly keep people from
all, it is littering.
even considering expanding them? A Facebook-stalking you.
The University would need to add campus-wide ban is simply unrealis3. Upload a boring proflle picture. Just
in a few more ashtrays on top of tic. Are we going to have smoking a nice regular picture of your face or
trash cans on the walk to class and in police placed at entrances to build- something. No party shots with you and
heavy populated areas but, over ings and at intervals along the main your friends after several hours of drinktime, I believe we will see the walkways to reprimand students for ing.
change. Give smokers more places to breaking the rule? It's not as if the
4. Delete any photo albums you have
throw their trash and you'll probably mere existence of a rule is enough to and untag yourself from others that have
see less trash on the sidewalks. ensure that it will be followed - there been added of you. This is simply just
When I was a freshman, I had heard are infinite examples of this in soci- another step to make your proftle more
that if you picked the flowers on ety: that's why we have prisons.
boring and monotonous.
Does the University really have
campus. it was a $25 fine.
5. You're halfway there. Go celebrate
I never bothered to verify the rule, the resources to enforce this rule by calling someone on the phone instead
but I never picked a flower. and in properly at this point? In response to of sending them a Facebook message. The
five years attending this University, I Mr. Butler's eloquently-stated argu- next step will be the process of actually
have witnessed it only once. I believe ments in the Sep. 14 edition of the taking yourself away from Facebook and
if a similar policy involving smokers' paper - yes, 1 agree that the cigarette the computer screen.
trash can be implemented, we will butts discarded on the ground are
6. Try getting away from Facebook,
gain their cooperation in helping to unsightly, and I agree that something even if it's just for a few days. Get a taste
keep this University clean. Smokers should be done about it.
of life outside of it for a while.
get to keep their cigarettes, and I
Yet, one only needs to walk along
7. Disable as many features as possible.
don't have to suffer the repercus- the main campus walkway to realize Turn off your wall, set your privacy setwhere the real problem lies and tings as high as they will go and remove
sions of their nicotine withdrawal
come up with the most logical solu- any contact information.
tion. Along the main drag where stuRachel Mimms
8. Take another week off. You're close
Senior
dents most frequently trek to class, to the end and should get a feel for what
Russellville, Ky.
there is not a single receptacle
life is like without Facebook.
designed for discarded cigarette
9. Delete your proflle picture. As far as
Smokiilg ban too drastic to butts. Not one.
the rest of the Facebook community is
There are a few regular trash cans, concerned, you don't even exist on the
preventcampusU~~
but
none with the ashtray sections network anymore. This is your last step
I am not a smoker, nor do I particularly enjoy inhaling the second- on top, with the single exception of before total freedom.
band smoke released into the air by one along the walkway between Old
10. Delete your account and kiss Facethose who do smoke as I make my Fine Arts and the Agriculture build- book goodbye. You've completed the 10
way to class. I am completely ing. There are certainly none of the steps and can now welcome freedom and
opposed to the proposed smoking pretty cement urns like the ones liberation with open arms.
ban, however, and not just because I placed outside of the residential colThink of all the extra hours you have in
disagree with infringing on others' leges. So, where, exactly, are smok- your life because you're not wasting them
rights to fill their bodies with as ers supposed to dispose of their on Facebook. You can still be on the
many carcinogenic toxins as they trash?
Internet when you're bored at home, but
If they actually had an appropriate I at least you're getting a change of dlgital
choose.
First of all, if we take into account place to put their cigarette butts, I scenery.
the existing rules regarding smoking doubt that these butts would still be
I'm only on step three right now, but
on campus, and consider how bla- strewn all over campus. It is clear to I'm pretty happy with what I'm seeing. I
tantly they are ignored, it's fairly me that a campus-wide ban would be wonder if this is what Robert Downey, Jr.
clear that a campus-wide smoking not only be unfair, but ineffective felt like when he quit drinking.
ban probably would not be enforced and vastly inefficient. The answer to
anyway. Students are not supposed the smoking issue on campus is not a
to smoke directly outside of the blanket ban, but to better enforce the
doors of Faculty Hall, and there are rules currently in place, and to proin fact signs posted stating that no vide smokers with a place to dispose
smoking is to occur past a certain of their butts.
point.
Yet smokers still crowd around Shannon Kleier
jim Burch is the opinion editor for The
the doors of Faculty, and it is pretty Senior
Murray State News. He can be reach£d at
much impossible to exit th~ building Louisville, Ky.
james.burch@murraystate.edu.
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Stumbo sues Fletcher over
university board appointments

Dunn announces donation
.d
I

Emily Wucbner
News Editor
University President Randy
Dunn introduced the Jeffrey J.
and Sallie Clarke Endowed Scholarship during the first Board of
Regents meeting of the school
year Friday.
The scholarship is about $1 million and is available to lllinois
students. Dunn sai(i one of the
board's initiatives for the upcoming year is increasing recruitment
in Illinois.
"This is going to be so helpful
to us for marking on this initiative," Dunn said during the meeting.
Jeffrey received his bachelor of
science degree in history from
Murray State in 1967. Sallie died
in 2004 and Jeffrey died almost a
year later.
"Both of the Clarke's are gone,
but this is part of the legacy they
are going to leave and Murray
State is going to be a part of that,"
Dunn said.
The scholarship will be available for the faJl 2008 semester.
Also at the meeting:
•Anthony Jones, a member of
Murray State Alliance, spoke in
the first public participation ses-

•Dean of the College of Business
and Public Affairs Tim Todd
updated Board members on the
status of the organization communications master's program
being offered at Murray State's
extended campus in Hopkinsville, Ky. Twenty-three students are enrolled in the course
and in about 16 months, officials
hope to offer the program in Paducah. Ky.
•The Board appointed Bonnie
Higginson to associate provost
for Academic Programs; Jeff
Frame to interim assistant dean
of the College of Health Sciences
and Human Services; Staci Stone
to cbair of the department of Eng• lish and philosophy; Pamela Rice
to interim chair of Wellness and
Therapeutic Sciences; Gina Winchester to executive director of
Regional
Stewardship;
and
Katherine Kerr to registrar.
•Chairman Alan Stout said he still
hopes to work toward offering a
women's softball program at
Murray State.
•The Regents also recognized the
service of former secretary Sandra Rogers, who retired over the
summer.
Emily Wuchner can be reached
at emily. wuchner@murraystate.
edu.

sion.
Jones
represented
students, faculty and staff
concerned
with the University nondiscrimination
policy as it
relates to sexual orientation.
Jones
asked
Randy Dunn the Board to
University
consider makPresident
ing the overall
policy in line
with the student and faculty
handbook. jones said Murray
State is the only public university
in the commonwealth without
sexual orientation included in the
policy. No other groups or individuals signed up to speak.
•The Regents formed an ad hoc
committee to review Board of
Regents' policies. Few books with
the policies remain, so the pages
are being scanned in where they
can Later be edited. The policies
have not been updated since 1993.
•The Board accepted equipment
from Cisco Systems for the
telecommunications
systems
management department. It also
accepted three mares for the agriculture department.

.

The indictment wns dismissed in a ,
negotiated agreement with prosecutors.
Fletcher claims the investigation was
politically motivated by Stumbo.
Fletcher's general counsel, David :
Fleenor, said the governor followed the 1
law in making the appointments.
:
•'This lawsuit is vintage Stumbo, being
politically motivated," Fleenor said in a
statement "As we havc•stated before. the
attorney general's claim is neither grounded in fact nor warranted by law. We will
file an appropriate response which will •
likely include a request for the court to
impose sanctions."
Stumbo had asked the governor in a letter to voluntarily rectify the situation or
face the lawsuit, which he filed Wednesday morning in Franklin County Circuit
Court
Since taking office, fletcher has made
about 50 appointments to university.
boards, of which 33 were Republicans,
Stumbo said. Stumbo said that has thrown
the governing boards out of balance at the
University of Kentucky and University of
Louisville as well as at Eastern Kentucky,
Kentucky State, Murray State, Northern
Kentucky and Western Kentucky universi-'1
ties.
''The governor must not play politics'
with the educational future of our young
people," Stumbo said. "The boards that
run our schools must faithfully reflect the'
choices· and political makeup of the public."

Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Two of the state's
top elected officials are heading to court to
resolve a dispute over the political makeup
of governing boards
Kentucky's public
universities.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher has appointed more
Republicans than Democrats to the
boards, and Attorney General Greg Stumbo contends that it is a violation of state
Law.
Stumbo, a Democrat, filed a lawsuit
Wednesday asking a judge to determine
whether the Republican governor has
complied with state law in making
appointments at several state universities.
In the lawsuit, Stumbo argued that
Fletcher has violated a law requiring "proportional representation of the two leading political parties" based on voter n -gis..
tration. Kentucky has more registered
Democrats than Republicans.
"I think it's a simple problem to remedy," Stumbo said during a news conference at the Capitol where he announced
the filing of the lawsuit. "You ctm't just
obey the laws you choose to obey. This
governor has yet to learn that lesson."
Stumbo and Fletcher have been at odds
in the past. Stumbo helped lead an investigation into the Fletcher administration's
hiring practices. That investigation led to
an indictment against the first-term governor on charges of political patronage.
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Henley leaves GOP, hopes change will aid Murray State.
take,"
Henley
said.
Henley
said in a

Emily Wuchner
News Editor

'I

State Rep. Melvin Henley,
from Murray, changed his
party afflliation to Democrat
Sept. 14 to better aid his constituents, including Murray
State.
The switch gives the
Democrats a 62-38 majority in
the House ofRepresentatives.
1n an interview Wednesday, Henley said he changed
parties primarily because of
Murray State.
'
"If it doesn't help Murray
State, I made a drastic mis-

p r e s s

release
that
he
works for
peop l e
•
instead of
Melvin Henley parties.
D- State
He said
Representative by changing to the
House majority party, he can
accomplish more for the community and district.
"Po.liticallabels truly do not

mean a great deal to me,"
Henley said...However, it is
abundantly clear that I can
remain a Republican and be
merely an observer, or I can
become a member of the
majority party and be a participant. Bottom line is that I
will continue serving citizens
to the best of my ability
regardless of what party 1 am
in."
Henley also said the change
will help secure funding for
Murray State projects, like
the science complex.
"There are several issues
facing our community that
need str ong and immediate

results, one example being
the science complex funding
for Murray State," Henley
said. "Higher education funding is a critical point in my
eyes and I will do whatever it
takes to see that it is accomplished and that Murray State
University gets only the best."
University President Randy
Dunn said he does not think
Henley's change will impact
the University negatively.
"He didn't do this because
of the University or any one
thing that he represents,"
Dunn said. "I think he saw
this as the best way to serve
his constituents, but in doing

that I know that he is trying to
look out for the University, if
there's a way to leverage that
political link. to leverage his
change in parties in support
for the University. I think he
will in fact to du that."
Dunn said he knew Henley
was considering changing
parties and expressed University support.
"I tried to communicate
from the University's stand
point that we would be supportive of Whatever he chose
bccau::;c he is a good friend of
the University and that's not
going to change, whatever
party he's in," Dunn said.

Henley changed parties just·
days after Rep. Milward Ded-

man, Jr. from Harrodsburg,
Ky. announced his intention
to join the Democratic Party.•
Henley said he was a Democ.!:
rat most of his life before join.!
ing the Republican Party in'
1997.
:·
Henley represents Cal- ~
loway and Trigg counties and;
became a representative in:
2004 and is serving his sec--:
ond term in the House of Rep~..
resentntives. He is also a Mur,
ray State graduate.
,
Emily Wuchner can be
reached at emily.wuchner@:
murraystate.edu.
•
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Center prepares safety activities

Across campus

April Whitten
Staff writer
Many students may think.
"It could never happen to
me." But the programs, activities and testimonials of BE
SAFE week may prove otherwise.
BE SAFE. orchestrated by
the Women's Center, stands
for Be Educated About a Sexual Assault-Free Environment. That is exactly what
Chantel Draves, graduate
assistant for the Women's
Center, said they plan to do.
"We want to raise aware·
ness about sexual assault not
only on our campus, but

Morgan Hardy/The News

Local businessman sells vintage cars
Jeff Weber from Sprini:,rficld, Tenn., inspects one of the many
vintage cars sold at Murray State alumnus Howard Brandon's
estate on U.S. Hwy. 641 South. The auction, conducted by
Kruse International, attracted nationwide attention and
stretched over three days Sept. 14-16.

Robin Phelps

Murray State will host the 30th annual Festival of Champions
beginning at 9:30 a.m. Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium.
The event features 21 high school bands from Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana, Illinois and Missouri.
The competition is divided into five different categories,
beginning with Class A, which will kick off Saturday's first-round
performances. At the end of the preliminary round, a panel of
judges will narrow the competition down to 12 groups. who will
then perform in the finals round starting at 6 p.m.
Admission for either the preliminary or flnal round is $6 for
adults and $4 for children under 12. A combination ticket, including admission to the preliminary and final round, can be is $10 for
adults and $6 for children.
Murray State's Racer Band will perform after the preliminary
and final rounds.

Staff writer

Correction and clarification

University documents incorrectly labeled State Route 121.

whole week," Dravl'S said.
The purpose of this program is to put a stop to relationship violence by making
students aware of its effects
using testimonials from other
students about their experiences.
After the program, a
Clothesline project will have
its opening ceremony in Ordway Hall. This event is a display of different colored tshirts, each representing people who have experienced or
have known someone who
eiperienced sexual assault.
"I wish every student on
campus could have the awareness and education about
(rape and sexual assault) so

we can stop it," Draves said.
Another program that will
take place during the week is
"Are You Afraid of the
Dark?," which is sponsored by
the Residential College Council. The event is a sexual help
program featuring monologues delivered by students.
Alan Hartley, senior from
Bowling Green, Ky., and a volunteer at the Women's Center, is helping with the program.
"J think it's a very, very
moving program," Hartley
said. "The first time I saw it, it
gave me chills."
April Whitten can
be
reached at april.whitten@
murraystate.edu.

Greeks accept chapter, national honors

Band hosts marching competition

In tbe Sept 14 issue of The Murray State News, theft charges
on Sept. 6 and Sept. 11 were incurrectly stated. Officers took
reports for theft less than $300. Also, officers did not respond to
the foot pursuit on Sept. 6. The News regrets the error.

nationwide," Draves said.
Booths were set up Thurs·
day in the Curris Center,with
information about the upcoming programs.
The programs and activities, however, will kick off
Tuesday with a mock rape
trial and will continue all
week with programs like
"Rape is...," a fUm and panel
discussion, "Are You Afraid
of the Dark?" and White Ribbon Day.
"Take Back the Night," a
program and candlelight
march with music, speakers
and poetry readings, will be
held on the last night of BE
SAFE week.
"This is the capstone of the

1

For the 2006-2007 academic school
year a number of Murray State's Greek
organizations received honors and
'awards for exceptional work in service,
leadership and scholarship.
Some Greek organizations were awarded honors within their chapters and even
at the national level.
Jim Baurer, director of the Curris Center and student life, said be is proud to
sec Greek organizations recognized for
their efforts.
"It's not just because they're Greek, but
because they're a student organization as
well, it's important to recognize these
efforts," Baurer said. "Things that happen
that are negative get a lot of press so it's
good to recognize the positive that comes
out as well."
Baurer said he noticed the number of
Greek organizations who received bon-

ors had increased from past years. Baurer also said the President's Cup. an event
designed to allow Greeks to speak about
their achievements of the past year, was
a way to recognize Greek efforts.
"It's really been a good year for the
awards the chapters have received at
Murray State," Baurer said.
Receiving awards for honors are
efforts of which Alpha Delta Pi President
Meagan Hensley, senior from Frankfort,
Ky., said her sorority aims.
"You're holding yourself to high standards," Hensley said. 'We set higher
goals as a sisterhood so you're constantly trying to achieve the next level."
Hensley said that the number of
awards a sorority or fraternity receives
has to do with the entrance o( new members.
"A lot of it has to do with the people
Greeks are recruiting into their organizations." Hensley said. "Being Greek means
so much to me personally and seeing
those goals fulfilled, it's good to think

you had some impact on the chapter
you're leaving behind."
Leaving behind a respectable chapter
may be the goal for several Greek presidents aspiring to receive awards, but
Hensley also said achieving goals, as a
chapter, is most important.
"It's about setting those goals and
achieving, not being comfortable with
just doing the minimum," Hensley said.
Jim Baurer said he appreciates the
hard work of Greek organizations at
Murray State and said the University
would do more to distinguish them.
"We constantly ask chapters to let us
know about Greek awards they get,"
Baurer said. "The University is going to
do some sort of press releases out in the
community to let people off-campus
know. We're really proud of what
they've accomplished and we want to
make sure everyone's aware of what
they're doing."
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.
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Clayton Vertrees
Staff writer
At fU'st glance, K-Y Jelly, an excess of700 condoms and a game of Bingo may seem more like
the components of a dirty joke than useful tools for
educating college students.
In the case of Hart College's Condom Bingo, the
resident advisers in charge of the event used these
materials to educate more than 100 students about safe
sex.
During the event, students wrote sexual vocabulary words on blank
Bingo cards and received condoms to cover the spaces of the corre·
sponding definitions called. The first person to complete a row on his or
her card would fake an orgasm and win prizes including containers of
K-Y Jelly, Warming Two-in-One or a Trojan pleasure pack.
While it could be said that such an event would naturally spark a considerable amount of curiosity among college students, two of Condom
Bingo's organizers, Sarah Gardner and Patrick Garrett, said the event
also educated their fellow students.
"I thought we were effective in teaching people about safe sex," Gardner, fifth-floor resident adviser of Hart College said. "I mean, people
knew that gonorrhea and chlamydia were STDs. but they didn't know
the specifics to help distinguish between the two."
The event's coordinators used the opportunity to inform students
about the various places on and off campus where they could go to for
information and testing.
The enthusiasm generated from Hart College's Condom Bingo reinforces Heath Services' Health Educator Judy Lyle's confidence in the
students' desire to learn more about how they can maintain their health.
Lyle said she sees the event's positive turnout as a signal of students'
hunger for new knowledge.
Lyle acknowledged that in some cases, students don't know certain
things and want to learn. In other cases, Lyle said she sees the ability of
events like Condom Bingo as an opportunity for individuals to increase
their knowledge.
In an effort to provide students with a greater degree of awareness,
the University's Health Services department is beginning a "Guess
Who's Got lt" campaign. The campaign will encourage students to rely
on testing instead of visible symptoms to detect sexually transmitted
infections (STis).
According to Lyle, one of the greatest gaps in students' sexual aware·
ness lies in a lack of familiarity with the human body.
"Often times I think the traditional-aged student, and sometimes older
students as well, don't know a lot about how their bodies work and they
don't know what to look for when they arc examining their bodies," Lyle
said. " ... I do think that you need to be able to look at yourself and
know whether or not what you're looking at is normal or abnormal."
In addition to education regarding the more physical aspects of rela·
tionships, Lyle said she thinks it is also necessary to educate students
about the other ways they can relate to their partners.
"I think knowing how to communicate is an integral part in having
any good relationship. whether it be sexual or nonsexual," Lyle said. "1
don't think that very many people know how ro do that."
Clayton Vertrees can be reached at james.vertrees@murraystate.edu.
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Cal)lpus responds to animal complaints
Amanda Crider
Staff writer
Imagine going to the vending machine in your
residential college to get a small snack. You
look into the machine and are suddenly greeted
by a squirrel trying to satisfy some munchies of
its own.
Or picture yourself going to do .l aundry and
encountering a wild animal when you enter the
laundry room. These arc two real-case scenarios that happened to students last week.
Director of Public Safety David Devoss said
there could be several reasons why animals
enter the residential colleges.
"All kinds of animals enter the residence halls
and some are assisted by our students," Devoss
said via e-mail. ''Bats, birds, squirrel's, to name a
few, can and will enter any opening."
Director of Housing David Wilson said wild
animals try especially bard to enter the residcn-

-

tial colleges when the weather changes and stu·
dents can unknowingly make it easier for them.
For example, when students remove the screens
from their windows in their rooms, animals have
one less barrier.
"Sometimes you can get birds or squirrel's
coming in rhat way," Wilson said. "A couple of
weeks ago, we had a bird get into Lee Clark College, fly around a lot and leave. When they see
that glass, they just head right for it."
Of course, not every student has problems
with wild animals invading their personal space.
Caitlin Vest, freshman from Hendersonville,
Tenn., said she thinks it's strange that wild animals arc attempting to relocate in the residential
colleges.
"I've never heard of anyone spotting an ani·
mal in the dorms before," Vest said. "The closest thing I've heard of is rumors of bed bugs."
Although many students may never encounter
an animal in the residential colleges, everyone
should know how to prepare for animal inva-

sion.
Jen McPherson, senior from Louisville, Ky.,
and residence director of Clark College said students who see a wild animal should report the
sighting immediately.
"When a resident hears or sees something like
that, they should notify the RD," McPherson
said. "The RD then notifies Public Safety and
Central Plant."
Wilson said the housing department is also
notified if the animal is found.
"If students see one, they should notify the
staff so we can remove it,'' Wilson said. "Students should tell us where the animal got in so
we can find the problem and ftx it."
The CaUoway County Animal Control
removes and releases the wild animals found in
residential colleges. Domestic animals discovered, such as dogs or cats, are taken to the Calloway County Animal Shelter.
Amanda Crider can be reached at amanda.crider@

murraystate.edu.

'Bats infest Texas dorm
Associated Press
Houston- An infestation of bats at
Texas Southern University has health
officials concerned.
The bats took over a dormitory, forcing
more than 200 students into hotels. Now
there are worries the students may have
been exposed to rabies. ·
Videos posted on the Internet show
students swinging a broom and a tennis
racket as several bats fly about in a dorm
hallway. One student said he killed
dozens of bats but didn't know if anyone
was bitten.
Health officials asked students who had
been in the dorm to meet with them this
week to determine whether any would
need rabies vaccinations.
Texas Southern officials, meanwhile,
say they're trying to rid the dorm of the
bats. It's not clear how many bats were in
the building.
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For current and former walk-ons like
fullback Bryan Cardenas, it takes an
extra-ordinary drive to succeed
Tommy Dillard
Sports Editor
If you didn't know Murray
State's stocky redshirt freshman
fullback as Bryan Cardenas, you
might think he was the second
coming of Rudy Ruettiger,
straight out of the movies and
onto the new green turf of Roy
Stewart Stadium.
But listen to his story and you
might notice some parallels
between Cardenas and the Notre
Dame walk-on immortalized by
Hollywood in one of the most
famous football films of all time.
Like Rudy, Cardenas turned
down several fmancial aid offers
to play football elsewhere. A
native of LouisviUe and an alumnus of Kentuc!<y football P-Owerbouse St. Xavier, he was used to
the big stage' and wanted to play
for a Division I school, even if it
meant coming to a program like
Murray State as a walk-on.
Cardenas' coaches at St. Xavier
were familiar with Murray State's
progia,m and told him it could be
a place ,where he could play as a
walk-on. So be came for a visit,
met the coaches, connected with
some of the players and decided
to become a Racer.
Also like Rudy, Cardenas was
told he was too small to play college ball as a defensive end, his
position throughout high school.
Standing just S-foot-8, he knew he
wouldn't cut it as a lineman in the
collegiate ranks, so he did the
only thing he could do in order to
keep playing football - he
changed positions.

When Cardenas came to Murray State, he came with the understanding that he would spend his
freshman season transitioning to
the fullback position, one he had
never played before.
"It was the first time I'd ever
played on offense," Cardenas
said. "I was too short to be a
defensive lineman, but fullback.
with a low center of gravity, is a
little easier to play for me. It was
a difficult transition, though."
But the parallels to the gritty
Ruettiger don't end there. Like
Rudy, Cardenas made an impression on his coaches and teammates ~ith his solid work ethic
and love for the game.
"Bryan's a great guy," Head
Coach Matt Griffin said. "He
gives it his all every time out. He's
done very well academically. He's
an outstanding student and an
outstanding athlete."
Griffin was so impressed with
Cardenas that he awarded him a
partial scholarship before the
Racers'
home
opener at
Louisville.
"Coach Griffin came up and
told me during practice," Cardenas said. "We were having individual workouts and he called me
over and told me he had put me
on housing that morning. I was
really excited. I couldn't believe it
- it was a great feeling."
Since then, Cardenas has started all three games on special
teams and has also received playing time at fullback.

photos by ElaiM Kight/Tht> New~

Redshlrt freshman fullback Bryan Cardenas completes 1 waltthrouqh
before the team left for Tennessee Tech . . . . . . Clrdenas came
to Murray Stale as a walk-on and now starts on spedll teams.

see IAU-GIIS, 3B

Wolfe leads Racers to tourney victory
TommyDWard
Sports Editor

-

courtesy of Athletic~ Dl>pMtmenl

t Jared Wolfe hits an Iron shot In the National ColleQiate Invitational.
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Mter shooting a first-round
76 at the National Collegiate
Invitational last weekend in
Tunica, Miss., sophomore
golfer Jared Wolfe thought
something needed to change.
So he turned in his belly putter for a standard blade putter
and proceeded to shoot a tournament-low 68 in the second
round.
"It made a big difference,"
said Wolfe, who finished second individually in the tournament. "''t was like night and
day. really. I felt bad for letting
the team down in the first
round, but I felt better after the
second round and started having fun.''
As Wolfe went, so went the
Racers, increasing their lead

over the competition in the
second round and blowing it
away in the third. After finishing third in Pineville and seventh in a strong field at Purdue, Murray State won its ftrSt
tournament of the season at
Tunica and did so in com·
manding fashion, beating second-place Southern Illinois by
ll strokes.
The Racers never trailed in
the tournament, leading the
field by two strokes at the end
of the first round, increasing
that lead to four at the end of
the second and distancing
themselves from the competition even further in the third.
"It's unusual to win a tournament by 11 strokes," Head
Coach Eddie Hunt said. "I was
really pleased with the way we
played in the last round. The
wind got up a little bit more

and the conditions were a little
bit tougher, so I think that performance was a testament to
the kind of team we have."
If the weather conditions
were less than adequate, it
wasn't reflected in the Racers'
play. Murray State matched its
low round of the tournament,
shooting 282 as a team in both
the first and third rounds.
Wolfe turned in a 69 in the
final round and freshman
Cameron Carrico equaled
Wolfe's tournament-low round
of 68 to lead the Racers. Four
of Murray State's five players
finished in the top 10 individually - Wolfe, Carrico, senior
Jerry Price and junior Mitchell
'
Moore.
"We had somebody different
every round who played really
well," Hunt said. "If somebody
played a bad round, then

everyone else made up for it. I
think that's the kind of team
we're going to have this year.
We have four or five really
solid players. We have a good.
strong lineup from top to bottom."
Price finished fourth overall,
shooting first and second
round 70s and a third-round
74. Moore placed sixth and
shot his best round in the first
round with a 70. He fmished
with a 74 and 71 in the second
and third, respectively. Carrico
had rounds of 73, 75 and 68.
The victory was the Racers'
sixth fust-place ftnlsh in three
years of toUl'lUIIDents. lt was
also their 20th top-five finish
in the past three years.
"Our goal is always to fmish

see IILFE, 3ll
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TV Events

Tonight: ESPN @ 6 p.m.
MLB Baseball
Brewers at Braves

Murray State Events

Saturday: ESPN2 @ S p.m.
College Football
Kentucky at Arkansas

Sunday: ABC @ 12:30

Sunday: NBC @ 7 p.m.

NASCAR
Nextel Cup at Dover, Del.

NFL Football
Cowboys at Bears

'I'onlght: Volleyball @ 7 p.m.
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Murray State at SEMO

Saturday: M Golf@ TBA
Sunset Beach, S.C.
Sea Thall Intercollegiate

Saturday: Cross Country @ 10 a.m.
Martin, Tenn.
Skyhawk Invitational

Sunday: Soccer @ noon
Fort Myers, Fla.
Murray State at Florida Gulf Coast
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Sports editor
bids farewell
to News
Thursday, Sept. 6 started like any other
Thursday.
I woke up an hour or so later than I
probably should have, cursed myself for
not getting up earlier and stumbled to the
newsroom.
I · had only one
thing on my mind finishing the sports
section for our
Thursday afternoon
deadline and getting done in time to
have
fun
that
evening.
Little did I know
that by the time I
returned home that
night, I would be
contemplating
Tommy ·
making a career
Dillard
move I didn't anticSports Editor
ipate having to
think about until after graduation in May.
: But sometimes life's timing isn't exactly what you think it will be. I got a job
offer that day from the newspaper at
which I interned this summer, the Murray Ledger & Times. Only problem was I
had another nine months of school left.
Another nine months to be an irresponsible college student before resigning
.myself to the fact that I'd eventually have
to become a card-carrying member of the
real world.
Of course I was flattered and excited at
the prospect as well, and the more I
thought about it, I realized I would be
foolish to turn it down. A full time sportswriting position was what I'd been working toward for the past three years of my
life. Of course, this means that I'll be leaving the Murray State News.
I wanted this column to not be a cliche
farewell piece, and it may be in some
ways, but I wanted to share with you
some of my favorite moments from my
two-plus years at the Murray State News.
'l The athletes. I have had the privilege
to talk to and write about some outstanding' athletes and some even more outstanding representatives of Murray State
over' the past two years. Football player
Bryan Cardenas. Women's tennis players
Rachael Laslc, Anna Lask .and Casady
Pruitt. Women's basketball player Joi
Scott. Men's baske~baU player Tyler Holloway.
But if there's one guy that stands out to
me, it's Shawn Witherspoon. 'Spoon was
a journalist's dream. He'd talk to you
straight up, give you interesting a nd
thoughtful quotes and make you laugh.
He was the definition of a team player
and understood and embodied Murray
State's rich basketball tradition. College
athletics and the world need more Shawn
Witherspoons.
2. The games. One of my favorite memories of my job was covering Murray
State's home football opener at Louisville
less than a month ago. Sitting in a press
box that felt like a luxury suite and was
filled with the big boys in my profession.
Hearing 50,000 fans go eerily silent when
the Racers marched 80 yards down the
field to knot the score at seven. Being the
very last people in the press box hours
after the game had ended while photo
editor Elaine Kight and I tried to figure
out how to post our story and photos
online and conversed with the stadium's
custodial staff.
3. The late nights. I'll always remember
Wednesday nights in the newsroom.
There are countless stories I'd love to tell
you of Wednesday nights, but I'm afraid
this column doesn't have the space. But
suffice it to say I don't believe I'll ever
have the privilege of enjoying the kind of
camaraderie and friendship in a workplace that can only come from a staff of
your peers.
The conferences in Louisville. The cutthroat annual easter egg hunt and the
fights that ensued afterward. Laughing
until your jaw aches over things that are
only funny because it's 3 a.m.
4. Murray State. I love Murray State
ind I will be a Racer until the day I die.
The single hardest part about my job was
sitting at the press table and having to
. keep my emotions in check at basketball
games.
I believe Murray State athletics is going
exciting places and I hope you, as students, faculty and staff will be along for
the.ride.
See you at the games. Go Racers!
. Tommy Dillard is the sports editor at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.
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Freshman tight end Daniel Ard dives for a pass In the end zone In the Racers' victory over Lambuth at Stewart Stadium Saturday night

Racers recover after sloppy frrst half
Steve Miller
Staff writer
Excitement filled the air
in Stewart Stadium before
the kickoff of the first
Racer home game of the
season.
The smell of barbecue
lingered from the tailgaters, there was a slight
chill in the air that made
for perfect football weather and Racer-One was on
standby ready to celebrate
1
Murray State touchdowns.
The stage was set for
Murray to get its first win
against the Eagles of Lambuth University.
But the 48-13 final doesn't tell the whole story.
Racer One wouldn't see
much action in the first
half.
The Racers drove down
the field early in the first
quarter and a four-yard
. touchdown run by fresh·
man quarterback Jeff
Ehrhardt quickly put Murray State up 6-0.
But a fumble on the
point-after attempt was the
start of execution e rrors
and mental mistakes that
would continue throughout the first half.
The Racers committed
seven penalties that cost
them 73 yards in the first
half.
The rushing defense
allowed Lambuth's Allen
Ervin to run for 89 yards
and score a touchdown by
halftime. The Racers
limped into the locker
room trailing 13-12 after
two quarters.
"We were sloppy in the
first half. we had some
penalties and a couple of
them were the result of
guys' hustling," Head
Coach Matt Griffin said.

"We can live with those
penalties, but there arc
some others that we have
to eliminate."
The second half was a
test to sec how the Racers
would respond to a loss of
momentum after a long
line of first-half mistakes.
It was a critical ear ly-season moment that could
have had implications for
the rest of the season.
UThe last point I made to
them (at halftime} was the
next 30 minutes was going
to dictate the type season
we're going to have," Griffin said. " It was truly a
fork in the road."
The players responded
by exploding in the second
half. firing on all cylinders.
The passing game. running
game and defense all
improved in the' second
half.
Offensively, Ehrhardt
finished the game with 150
yards and four touchdown
passes.
Two of those passes
were to wide receiver
junior Rod Harper who led
the passing attack with
nine catches for 92 yards.
On the ground, sophomore Josh Jones ran for 87
yards on 12 carries and a
touchdown.
Junior Paul McKinnis
also added to the rushing
game with a touchdown
and 84 yards on 15 carries.
Lambuth's Head Coach Vic
Wallace credits the.win to
Murray State's second half
rushing attack.
·
"When you play bard,
you can only play so hard,"
Wallace said. "Murray ran
the ball in the second half,
and that takes its toll on a
defense."
The defensive side of the
ball also stepped up its

game in the second half.
They kept the Lambuth
Eagles scoreless in th<.· second half, while simultaneously challenging the
school record for interceptions in a single game.
Four members of the
defense picked off five
passes, just two shy of the
record.
"I've never st•en that
before,'' Griffm said. "I've
been a part of a seven
interception game when I
was at Maine. but in that,
one player had three. It
was good to sec our
defense do that."
After scoring 36 unanswered points in the sec·
ond half, the Racers
recorded their first win of
the season by a 35-point
margin.
The win marked the fust
victory since Sept. 16,
2006.
"These kids put in so
much work for the few
opportunities they get to
play, so naturally getting a
win is good especially for
the young group we have,"
Griffin said. "The adversity was good for us, we
needed it."
Griffin said the effort in
the second half may be a
season changing performance for the Racers.
"They could disband and
point ting<~rs or they could
come together as a team .
and they did come together and that was certainly
encouraging," Griffin said.
"That mindset is going to
be the next eight games."
The Racers played at
Tennessee Tech Thursday
night. Results were not
available at press time.
Steven Miller can be
reached at steven.miller@
murraystate.edu.

Lambuth quarterback Mart Kelley barely gets a pass away under therush of freshman safety Marvin Robinson, Jr.

Rick Burrc!Jcontributor

For many fans, the home opener was their first chance to witness the
Racers on the gridiron this season.

Soccer shuts out UTM tourney opponents, falls against Evansville
Sarah Tinsley
Staff Writer
The women's soccer team came
up big last weekend, taking home the
championship in the TennesseeMartin Tournament.
The Racers blanked both their
opponents, shutting out Bacone College 9·0, and Christian Brothers University 2-0.
"We had a good weekend to get
some people scoring," Head Coach
Beth Acreman said. "We were very
productive and managed a shut-out
both games. We just had really good
team effort from everyone."
In their first game Friday, the Racers went head-to-head with Christian Brothers Academy. Freshman
Rebecca Shultz scored three times,
while fellow freshmen Laken Dirkes
and Audrey Wilson also posted
points.

Also scoring in the match was
senior Lacey Latimer. who notched
two goals.
Shultz was named Murray State
Pepsi Athlete of the Week, in part
because of her performance at this
tournament.
"She played really well," Acreman
said. ''She had some big goals for us
and she cam out strong."
Murray State led 5·0 at the half
and managed to score four more
goals in the second half.
The Racers continued playing well
when they faced Bacone College the
next day.
"Again. we got some people scoring." Acreman said. "I got the
chance to play every: player and
that's something that doesn't happen
very often."
Freshman Katrina Goscha got the
first start in her collegiate career.
She played all 90 minutes and assist-

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
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cd her team with a save.
Murray Stnte ended the match
with 29 shots, eight assists and nine
·
goals.
'I'he Racers' Tuesday game paired
them with the Evansvilk Aces. Murray State wasn't able to capture the
same success they had claimed at the
Tennessee-Martin Tournament, but
Acreman didn't dwell on the 8·41oss.
"The first hair we kt twtl mistakes
happen that did cost us two goals,"
she said. "But I feel like the second
half we really came out and just
dominated. I really couldn't ask for
anyone to have played bl•ttcr."
The Aces took an early lead, scoring two goals in the first 21 minutes.
The Racers got their first goal when
}en Peios set up Rebekah Clay for a
shot that soared about 10 yards right
of th~ goal.
"We had some girls who played a
good game," Acrcman said. "Lacey

Immanuel Lutheran
Church
COmer of 15th and Main
Aaoss from SparkS Hall

t

Latimer played out of position and
did well fur us, and Jcn Pcios also
gave us a solid game. The players
are adjusting well and that's important."
Deo;pitc taking contrul uf the game
in the second hnlf, (lutshootlng
Evansville 8-4, Murray State WjlS
unable to muster enough goals to
catch up with the Aces.
Th<.> team will travel south this
weekend where they will participate
in the florida International in Miami
and the Florida Gulf Coast in Fllrt
Meyers.
"We're really excited to get to go
down there and play." Acreman said.
MWe're going to have some tough
competition with some tough matrhups and I think it will be a good
chance f(lr the girls to play well nnd
have some fun."
Sarah Tinsley can be reached at
sarah.tinslcy@murraystate.edu.
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In her first year at Murray State,

Katelyn Jones is running roughshod
over the competition.

Tlm MacAllister
Staff writer
In the last two races for the women's cross country team, the same
person has recorded the fastest time.
This person is freshman Katelyn
}ones.
During the race at Belmont University in Nashville, Tenn., Jones
outlasted runners from the University of Alabama, Vanderbilt University
and Belmont University. Merely one
week after that, she walked into the
University of Missouri meet with the
same fearless attitude and placed
third.
Some people, however. have not
been introduced to the cross country
standout.
Jones is the baby in a line of cross
country runners, following in the
footsteps of her father, who ran a
four-minute, 30-second mile in high
school, and two brothers and a sister,
each of whom ran at the University
of Southern Indiana.
Jones started running when she
was eight years old1 but even at an
early age Jones' parents made sure
their daughter's goals were aimed
toward academics. At the end of her
high school career, Jones was named
the valedictorian of her class at
South Spencer High School in Rockport. Ind. Jones said her two main
priorities fill her days and leave little

As weather··
cools, fishing
heats up

time for other endeavors.
"Well, I don't do a whole lot, just
run and do a lot of homework," Jones
·
said.
When she's not running or studying she spends most of her time in
her room, which is decorated with
pictures of her idols, Brett Favre and
David Beckham.
Jones' roommate and fellow runncr Asenath NaAman said Jones
never slows down.
"She is always full of energy, even
when she says that she's tired." NaA- •
man said.
If Jones is not fully energized, she
takes a few gulps of a Mountain Dew
Livewire just before a race, probably
against the advice of most healthconscious runners. But whatever
makes her go is fine for the Racers,
because as of late, the rookie has
been running with the poise of an
upperclassman.
Of course this is not new for Jones.
She ran in a 7.2-mile road race when
she was only 11 years old.
Even at that point, she was a misfit
in the competition, running past
people who were years older than
her. Despite outrunning doctors,
lawyers, teachers and various other
competitors, Jones said she never
felt out of place.
"I just don't feel intimidated by the
other runners because 1 don't know
how good they are or aren't," she

.

Elaine Kight/The News

Freshman cross country runner l(atelyn Jones has led the Racers in their first two
meets at Belmont and Missouri.
said, commenting on the other university competitors.
She said when she steps to the
starting line, she is not thinking
about the person next to her. She is
thinking about the course and how
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But for a season, he was one
of the unsung heroes, one of
the men behind the success of
all major college football programs in the country.
He put in his time on the
scout team, preparing the
scholarship players, the guys
who are getting compensated
for their efforts, for competition in practice every day.
Out of the approximately 90
players who dress and practice with the team, only about
56 are on scholarship, leaving
close to 25 walk-ons, Griffin
said.
Many play in hopes of someday being put on scholarship.
Others play simply for love
of the game.
Count Cardenas as one of
the latter.
"Honestly, I really didn't
think about (getting put on
scholarship)," he said. "I came
out here loving to play football
and having fun doing what I
love to do. It was more of a
benefit to play football than it
was a job, so I really didn't
expect anything out of it."
Griffm said he takes into
account not only the on-field
performance of walk-ons, but
also their academic performance when be thinks about
dishing out scholarships.
"I really base it first and
foremost on academic performance." he said. "And 1
haven't always looked at it that
way. But as I've gotten older.
I've realized it really is all
about the kids and about getting their degree, the cama·
raderie they have on the team
and the lessons they will take
with them when they graduate.
"And when you've got a guy
that's worked as hard as Bryan
has, it's fun to write that
check."
Walk-ons who stick around
long enough are likely to eventually reap the rewards of
scholarship. In most cases,
Griffin said be will reward a
three-year walk-on with a
scholarship in his senior season.
"I don't like to give up on

any of them," Griffin said. "My
goal is to get them to that
fourth year and see them
mature and grow."
But for walk-ons, it's not
always easy to give as much
effort as anyone else ana
receive no compensation.
"I love football. I like playing," said De'Markus Lee,
walk-on defensive end. "Ycab,
sometimes it's hard but I know
if I just keep going, I'll get
mine."
Lee came to Murray State
from Alexandria, Va., and, like
Cardenas, he turned down
scholarship offers from smaller schools. even one other 1AA school, to walk on as a
Racer.
Lee's father mailed tapes to
numerous Division 1-AA
schools and got a call back
from Murray State defensive
line coach Johnny Jernigan.
After talking to Jernigan,
Lee decided to make the move
to Murray and walk on to the
team.
And he's already made un
impression. Griffin named him
the scout team defensive player of the week for the last two
weeks and said he would consider doing so again this week.
As a walk-on, Lee doesn't
travel with the team. however,
and has only suited up for one
game so far- the Racers' home
opener against Lambuth, in
which he received no playing
time.
But if be ever needs to talk
to someone who knows what
life as a walk-on is like, he has
only to turn to Cardenas.
"I knew that I was working
as hard as everyone else, but
that':; what football is," Cardenas said. "My big thing was to
play. I didn't care about the
money as long as I got the
playing time.
"But you really have to love
the sport to do it. We go
through a lot of hell. To do it
for free is a lot different that to
be getting paid to do it. You
just gotta love it."
Tommy Dillard can be
reached at thomas.dillard@
murraystate.edu.

The excruciating summer temperatures are finally starting to break. Bass
will respond by moving out of their summer haunts and will start feeding furious~
ly in preparation for the winter monthS.
The fish are becoming more and more
active, and now is a perfect time for violent, heart jumping .s trikes on topwater
lures.
The weedlines are
a great place to cast
a popper. Bass will
relate to the edges of
grass and use it as an
ambush point to
attack prey. A noisy
popper being pulled
past them is bard for
them
to
resist.
Largemouth tend to
hang out in the grass
more than smallmouth, but use the
same technique on
Steve
the
east
bank
Miller
around bluffs and
shallow gravel flats Outdoor colUIJllli.St
to score bronzeback
blow-ups.
Rip-rap should not be overlooked as a.
topwater area. A buzzbait fished parallel.
to the rocks can aggravate a bass into,
blasting your lure. Early morning is the.
best time for fishing rip-rap after the SIJ.U
gets high. The lack of over-head cover.
will scatter fish deeper on the rocks, and.
a crankbait or jig will have to replace.
your bunbait.
Docks are great topwater ambush areas,
for bass. When the sun comes up, tl}e.
bass position themselves under the shade,
of a dock. Pull a buzzbait or popper
alongside the docks, and watch the fish
come out of nowhere and blow up on
your bait. Docks can be especially good
to topwater fanatics on a sunny day.
While other fiSh may go deep to get out
of the sun, the docks offer a place of
shade and a good ambush point through-,
out midday.
.
Large flats and open water areas ~Y·
seem intimidating to a top water angler..
So mach water to fish and mot many targets to key on can feel like a daunwi:g'
task. but use a walk-the-dog and you can'
cover water quickly. Keep you eyes open
for bass busting the surface as the chase
shad around these areas. When you see
surface activity, cast your lure quickly to
the ripples, and slowly move your lure to
mimic an injured baitfish.
,
There are a few things to keep in mind
as you tailor your topwater techniques i:o'
fall fiShing. First, the noisier the bette~.
Baits that create more commotion are
better in the fall than subtler presentations that you may use in the spring.
Lures like frogs and stickbaits, aren't as
effective in the fall. You want something
that is going to grab the attention of a
bass that is cruising or deep in cover.
Second, pay attention to size. Baitfish
during this time of year are bigger, and
matching the hatch is one of the more
important aspects of topwater flShing.
Bigger baits will closely resemble the forage this time of year and create more
commotion. A bass is more likely to travel farther for a big meal than a small one.
There is a time I like to call the "witching hour." It is early in the morning and at
dusk. During the summer this can be the
best and sometimes the only time to use
a topwater bait. In the fall, especially' on
the warmer days, this time period can
still be the best. The fish will let you
know when the uwitching hour" has
come. The water surface will erupt with
activity. That's when you know its time
to get the topwater out.
Fall is certainly a fun time to fish. The
bass are slowly coming out of their summer respite and are on the prowl for prey.•
It's a great way to get some great topwater action before the slow months of win:
ter arrive. Get out as much as you can
because come February, a huge blow-up
on a topwater bait will be a distant memory as you suffer from cabin fever.

in at least the top three and
have a chance to win in the
final round," Hunt said.
"Some teams are going to
get hot in a tournament
and they might not be as
good as you, but they just
play particularly well in
that tournament. Our goal
is to have a chance in the
final round.
"I think it says something about the consistency of our program that we
have that many top-five

she is going to handle it.
Thus far, handling the course has
been an understatement.
Tim MacAllister can be reached at
cimothy.macallister@
murraystate.edu.

finishes."
The Racers saw several
fellow Ohio Valley Confer·
ence squads in Tunica,
including third-place Tennessee-Martin and fourthplace Tennessee Tech.
After returning home
from Tunica late Tuesday
night, the team had minimal downtime before hitting the road again on
Wednesday en route to
Sunset Beach, S.C., and the
Sea '!iail Intercollegiate,

where they'll face a field of
22 that contains some of
the top teams on the East
Coast.
"These are teams we
really don't see except for
at this tournament," Hunt
said. "I'm anxious to see
how we stack up against
these seven, eight or nine
teams that arc really good
teams."
Tommy Dillard can be
reached at thomas.dillard
@murraystate.edu.

Old Dominion transfer joins women's b'ball
Staff Re port
In Angela Brown. the
Lady Racers arc adding a
priceless commodity to
their roster for the 20072008 basketball campaign
- experience.
Brown played for three
years at Old Dominion

University, a 20,000enrollment Division I
school in Norfolk, Va.
With one year of eligibility remaining, the 6'5
center will be joining the
Racers for one year as she
pursues
postgraduate
work in education.
A native of Albany, Ky.,

Cubs or Cards?

Cubs

Vitello's or Nick's?

VItello's

Brown played on the same
Clinton County High
School squad as current
Racers Amber Guffey and
Paige Guffey.
"Angela brings size, a
great touch, strength and
understanding of the game
to this team," Head Coach
Jody Adams said.

Nick's
I
'

Test or paper?

Test

Rock star or movie star?

Movie star

Movie star

PlayStation or XBox?

XBox

PlayStation

New Clark or off campus?

Off campus

Off campus

Paper

Steve Miller is the outdoor columnist and'
staff writer at The Murray State News. Email comments to steven.miller@
murraystate.edu.

MAMA NANCY'S CABS
1-270-227-4888
Murray, KY
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
24 HOURS A DAY
BE SAFE
LEAVE THE DRIVING TO ME!

• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget & designer eyewear
• Most insurance accepted
• All types of contacts

MSU Employees

a
·
~

- fJifts
- Scrapbooking Supplies
- Sororltfl 9tems

Welcom e Back Students, Faculty, & Staff!

We accept your insurance
for your eye exam.

DR KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPTOMETRIST

..

416 Main St ..., D owntown - 753-0859
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College
Football
Picks

Tommy Dillard
Sports Editor
Last week: 9·1
Season record: 22·8

Steve Miller
Sports Writer
Last week: 9·1
Season record: 21·9

Aaron Weare
Sports Writer
Last week: 6·4
Season record: 2o-10

Autumn Boaz
Editor in Chief
Last week: 7·3
Season record: 18·12

#12 South Carolina at #2 LSU
Iowa at #9 Wisconsin
#10 Penn State at Michigan
#22 Georgia at #16 Alabama
#21 Kentucky at Arkansas
Illinois at Indiana
Washington at UCLA

Oklahoma
LOUISVILLE
Illinois
NAVY
Baylor
Kent
BOSTON COLLEGE
COLORADO
NEBRASKA
BYU
UCLA
ALABAMA
florida
OHIO STATE
Penn State
Mlchiqan State
CENTRAL FLORIDA
Georoia Tech
HOUSTONU
CALIFORNIA
IDAHO
BOWUNGGREEN
WEST VIRGINIA
Iowa State
SOUTH FLORIDA
WAKE FOREST
Clemson
CINCINNATI
ARKANSAS
AUBURN
PITISBURGH
WyomlnQ
TEXAS

usc

Maryland at Wake Forest

E. Kentucky at Jacksonville St.

3+
2+
28
13+
21+
10+
7

TULSA
Syracuse
INDIANA
Duke
BUffALO
AKRON
Army
Miami Ohio
Ball State
Air Force
WashlnQton U

3+

Georgia

23
22+
2+
12+
6+
3+
6+
16+
2+
20+

MISSISSIPPI
Northwestern
MICHIGAN
NOTRE DAME
Memphis
VIRGINIA
Colorado State
Arizona U
NO Illinois
Temple
East carolina
TOLEDO
North carolina
Maryland
NC STATE
Marshall
•
Kentucky
NewMexico State •
Connecticut
OHIO
~
Rice
•
WashinQton State ..
South carolina
Iowa
San Jose State
Smu
MINNESOTA
UNLV
STANFORD
Oregon State
florida Inti
UL LAFAYmE
Danny Sheridan

n

25

4
14
3
7
22+
6+
11+
9
4
37+

15+
8
3
21
13+
9
16+
11+
32+
10+

WISCONSIN
UTAH STATE
TCU
Purdue
Utah
OreQon
ARIZONA STATE
KANSAS
Troy State

Georgia Tech at Virginia

22+
36+
2+

25

LSU

says.~:.

..

'
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I WOMEN'S GOLF PREVIEW

VO.LLEYBALL

Racers drop two at home, beat Martin 1Junior Yates duo leads
Aaron Weare
Staff writer

.. '

Last weekend the Racers
saw their first Ohio Valley
Conference action, but ended
the weekend with a 1· 2 record,
notching their overall record .
at 4-8.
Friday's game saw the Raeers drop the match 3·1 to the
Samford Bulldogs.
Samford took game one by
'the count of 30-25 and game
two by the score of 30-25. The
Racers took their only win 30·
23 in game three of the match,
but Samford came back to take
the fourth and deciding game
30-27. Junior libero Heather
Norris led the Racers with a
season-high 30 digs in the
match.
"We made too many
unforced errors," Head Coach
David Schwepker said. "We
are going to lose games whenever we make that many
unforced errors, and to Samford's credit, they took advantage of all of them."
After Fr iday's loss, the
defending OVC Champions,
the Jacksonville State Gamecocks, came into town.
The Racers jumped out to an
early lead and took game one
30-26. Jacksonville State took
games two and three to lead
the series at 2-1.
"We played a lot more

aggressive
on
Saturday
(against Jacksonville State),"
Schwepker said. "We went
after every ball, not like on Fri·
day. We cut down on our
unforced errors, and I think
that game showed where our
.,_team is."
Murray State came back to
take game four by the score of
30·27. Game five saw Jacksonville State jump out to 10-5
lead, but Murray State came
back to take a 12-11 lead. The
Racers took the game to match
point at 15-14 before Jacksonville State ran off three
straight points to take the
game and the match.
"After Friday we kind of
pulled together, the whole
nine of us, and we played
smarter," senior middle hitter
Tara DeMage said. "We
stopped making the little mistakes after Friday."
The Racers' first OVC win
came Tuesday night in a hard(ought match against Tennessee-Martin 3-0. In game
one, there were several lead
changes and the game went to
extra points, with the Racers
taking the game 35-33.
"In that first game we had
some errors early, but the team
showed some composure and
maturity after the first 15
points, and they battled to win
the game," Schwepker said.
T he Racers ran off with a 7-

WITH SO MANY CHOICES,
WHY WOULD YOU CHOOSE

TO PAY TAXES?

1

inexperienced squad.
Aaron Weare
Staff writer
Youth is the name of the
game for Murray State's wum·
en's golf team this season. The
team is heading into the 200708 campaign with only two
uppercl:~ssmen.

"Our youth is very exciting
to me," Head Women's Golf
Coach Velvet Milkman said.
"We're young but we're talent·
ed and the girls arc only going
to get better as they gain more
experience."
Even with no seniors and
only two juniors, the women's
golf team will go imo this sea·
son with more experience
than most teams without more
upperclassmen golfers.
Team captains Bethany
I Yates and Ashley Yates are
Rick Burres/The News
the returning juniors.
In addition to the returning
Two players dive for a ball in agame last season.
juniors, the Racers also return
2 lead in game twC!, but had to the team is maturing and we
sophomore Andrea Downer, a
battle to take the game, 30-27. know now that we are a team
first-team All-Ohio Valley
In game three the Racers that has to go after every ball
Conference selection from a
enused several lead changes, on every play to be success·
year ago.
until the Racers scored the ful."
Overall, the Racers return
final two points on two kills by
The Racers will travel to
five golfers with OVC tourna·
De Mage.
SEMO Friday for a 7 p.m. start.
ment experience.
"The Martin game was a batAaron Weare can be reached
Despite the roster's youth,
tle, as the scores show." at aaron.weare@murraystate.
the team is confident it will be
SCbwepker said. "I like how edu.
prepared for the upcoming

season.
"I know every coach says
this, but everyone on our team
has improved," Milkman said.
"That's not coach speak. I
expect big things from all the
girls in the OVC tournament.''
The newcomers to the team
this year arc going to have to
step in and replace another
All-OVC selection from last
season. Christi Baron.
"Caroline (Lagerborg), has
improved on her scores,"
Bethany Yate:; said. "She
came in for us last season from
Sweden and I think as she's
getting settled here, she's
going to play some really good
golf."
The Racers travel to Su nset
Beach, S.C. for their first tour·
nament of the fall season, The
Elon College Sea Trail Intercollegiate Tournament this
weekend.
"We're really looking forward to getting out and competing in a tournament," Yates
said. "We want to win the
tournament, no doubt, but we
can use these fall tournaments
to get us ready for the spring
OVC season."
Aaron Weare can be reached
at aaron. weare@murraystate.
edu.

''good food
It
cold beer''
Sept. 21 • $1 0 Haircuts
Sept. 28 • $5 off perms and colors
$5 off w/ MSU 1.0.
1406 D North 12th Street • The Village Shopping Center

Tax·fr ee Mumc1pal Bonds

Back to School

'Y•eld effective 09/17/07 , subject to avatlability. Y•eld and market
value may fluctuate If sold prior to maturity and the amount you
recetve from the sale of these secuntles may be less than, equal to,
or more than the amount orlgtnally mvested. Bond values may
decline •n a nsing Interest rate env1ronment. Any bond called pnor
to matunty results 1n remvestment nsk tor the owner of the bond.
May be subject to alternative minimum tax. Mun1c1pal bonds may
have original issue discount.
Some of the available 1ssues of bonds are callable. Contact your
local Edward Jones investment representative for more information
·"about matunty dates and applicable call prov1s1ons.

To invest in tax-free bonds, call or visit your local
investment r epresentative today.

Laptops
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$199
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Keller's Computer Place
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University Square
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Unity Festival celebration
highlights student diversity
ZhonghaiZheng
Contributing writer
Murray State is rt melting pot and the
soup was stirred this weekend as a
diverse group of students mixed together
during Unity Fest.
Unity Fest provided a<!tivities to promote campus unity among students of
different cultures and backgrounds.
The annual event, organized by the
Student Government Association, the
Multicultural Center and the Institute for
International Studies, kicked off Sept. l3
with the distribution of ribbons and flyers
in the Curris Center.
Friday, students from 17 countries
raised their national flags and marched
around campus, representing their country.
Following the traditional Unity March,
stude nts and faculty gathered at W inslow
Dining Hall to en joy inlernationaJ
cuisines, like Thai soup and Middle Eastern appetizers, and socialize with people
of d ifferent cultures.
The event reached its climax late Friday night when a fuam partr was held
between Springer and Franklin Residen
tial colleges where p:Jrticipants splashed

and J.anced in the soapsuds.
The creation of a Facebook group differentiated this year's event from the previous Unity Fests.
The group was designed for students to
reflect on the event and share their ideas
on future Unity Fest celebrations.
More than 200 pictures have been
uploaded and 15 members have joined the
group.
"We had a great turn out of international students," International Student
Adviser at the Institute for International
Studies Mark Galloway said.
More than 90 international students
participated in the event.
"We hope that students from all of our
countries on campus will come together
with the American students to show the
diversity on campus," Galloway sa id.
''Unfortunately, this year the number o f
AmeJ;ican studen ts was way d()Wn and
this was a little disappointing for our
international students."
Galloway said he would love for the
rest of the campus to offer e vents that
promote interaction betw een all of the
diverse groups on campus in the future.
Zhongl1ai Zheng can be readted at
z~onghai.zheng@murraystate.edu.
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Ncyrs

Students of all ethnicltles take part in a foam party Friday night between Springer and Franklin residential colleges.

Photo by Misty H,1ys/ThP Nf!~

During last weekend's Unity March. a Unity Festival event, International students met students from the United States as they
walked around campus. Students carried flags from 17 different countries during the parade.
1

,

Institute of International Studies Director Mike Basile and VIce President of Student Affairs Don
Robertson led a group of students during the march.

~·

Students share international cuisine at Winslow Dinning Hall.

Entre~s included Thai soup and Middle Eastern

...

Appetizers.

... .
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CONSTITUTION DAY

.::

Third annual event encourages political activism ~
....

Whitney Harrod
Contributing writer
Yankee Doodle came to town Monday in the Curris Center
dance lounge.
The third annual Constitution Day was observed with voter
registration, two debates and numerous Constitution-themed
contests.
In 2004, according to the library link on skidmorecollegc.edu,
West Virginia Senator Robert Byrd proposed legislation to
increase public awareness and knowledge of the U.S. Constitution. Congress passed this law to commemorate the Sept. 17, 1787
signing of the Constitution.
· Robin Taffler, service learning coordinator, said the law
requires educational institutions receiving federal funding to
p{ovide an educational program on the U.S. Constitution on
Sept. 17 of each year.
In the introduction to a pocket guide of the U.S. Constitution,
Caroline Kennedy, the late President John F. Kennedy's daughter, said the Constitution sets forth the structure of our federal
government, which is divided into three branches with the system of checks and balances, and allocates power between the
federal government and the states.
Kennedy said together, with the Bill of Rights, the Constitution provides the most comprehensive protection for individual

rights and liberties in the world.
"I agree with the reason they passed legislation as an attempt
to increase public awareness," Taffler said. "It's incredibly
important that people understand what the Constitution is, what
it does, and what it mc;ms."
She said that problems arise when people do not understand
the Constitution. Even though the Constitution is the oldest document in the world, it is still very young, Taffler said.
The event received much participation from students, faculty
and volunteers.
Event coordinators started planning the event at the beginning
of the fall semester.
"We wanted to do a mix of fun celebratory activitic.s along
with more serious programs," Taffler said.
Last year, members of Congress came to campus and events
took place in individual rooms. ThLc; year, however, the program
encouraged more involvement.
As a participant in the American Democracy Project, Murray
State receives several thousand dollars to sponsor events like
Constitution Day.
Monday's events began with a video that showcased students
answering constitutional questions. Following the video, Brian
Clardy, assistant professor ofhistory.led a debate on the expansion of presidential power during war.
Clardy, along with Thomas Glover and Brent Taylor. faculty in

the Murray State history department, took positions on current
issues affected by the U.S. Constitution. Taffler said there was
substantial participation in the morning debate.
"You can't just follow the Bill of Rights. you have to go all the.,
way through the ConstitU£ion," Brent Taylor, adjunct lecturer
history, said. "It doesn't matter what isle you are on as Long ~:
you follow the Constitution."
... :
After the debate, the "American as Apple Pie" contest bcgatt
Based on participation, the essay contest ''What the ConstitutioQ ;
means to you" and the apple pie contest were the most populat· l
events. Seventeen pies were entered in the contest.
•::
The first place spot and $100 prize went to Robin Thweatt;:
senior from Murray, along with the title of MThe Murray State ~
University Apple Pie."
• ;
All the pies were eaten by the participants. A total of $725 in r
prize money was given to other contest winners, including tli~::
category of best patriotic costume.
·:
Throughout the day. college students registered to vote. Volunteers handed out pocket-sized Constitutions and free red and 1
blue t-shirts.
:
Still, Taffler said. people take freedom for granted.
•
"People need to understand how the government is legislated, ..
how we have freedom. and how we have arrived at it."
:•
Whitney Harrod can be reached at whitney.harrod@
·-;~
~
murraystate.ed u.
.•

o(:•

Constitution Day 2007
Contest Winners

- -·
•,

.

-·.

Poster Contest
1st Place ($100)- Joe Duncan

Apple Pie Contest
1st Place ($100 &''The Murray State Uni:
versity Apple Pie")- Robin Thweatt .•
2nd Place ($5~ -Dean Abner
3rd Place ($25) -Kellye Smiley

.,

Essay Contest
1st Place ($100) - Jennifer Barrett
2nd Place ($50) - Martin Cobb
3rd Place ($25) - Garrett Veal

.. :
•·

Costume Contest
Casual Division ($100) - Lauren Cecil
Costume Division ($100)- Mary Matheny .
•

Constitution Questions Contest
Winner ($25) - Vincent Wanlei
Winner($25)- Amy Scarbrough
Winner ($25)- Ashley Evans
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Mangold's modern Western film
shoots for classic resemblance
"3:10 to Yuma"
Opinion editor Jim Burch writes the movie reviews.
Like the classic horror movies of the 1970s and
1980s, the Western is a difficult genre to replicate
in the 21st century.
Whether using star power and classic folk tale
like ''Tombstone" or more child~like and surrealistic tactics like "Wild, Wild West," the old Western
is a category that hardly works these days.
Director James Mangold ("Walk the Line") opens
the movie in a hectic ambush of an armored coach.
The opening action can be compared to past
thrillers like "Heat," which give the audience the
;
kick right at the beginning. Only in this movie, that
action keeps rolling all the way through.
"3:10 to Yuma" is such a great Western because it
is everything an old John Wayne Western is and, at
the same time, unlike any Western you've ever
seen.
lilstead of a high noon, 10-paced shoot out, the
guns keep blazing from every direction.
But aside from great action, you have what is
photo courtesy of post-gazette.com
even more important - great acting.
The dual performances from Russell Crowe and
Russell Crowe stars in the Western film "3:10 to Yuma," now in theaters.

.

Christian Bale are a match made in heaven for this
sort of genre.
Much like their roles in •Gladiator'' and "Batman
Begins," Crowe and Bail offer the stone-cold personalities you would expect in a good Western
film.
Both characters become involved in a mission to
send a crimlnal on the 3:10 train to Yuma prison.
But, as expected, there are certainly some speed
bumps along the way that should leave the viewer
satisfied.
That Mangold has, without a doubt, fl.Dallytaken
the classic Western into the 21st century.
John Wayne and Clint Eastwood would certainly
give "3:10 to Yuma" the seal ofWestem approval.
~
~
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Zero frames: Save your cash
One frame: Catch it on TV if you're bored
Two frames: Rent it
Three frames: Head to the box office
Four frames: Hello, Criterion Collection

Old-fashioned movie date in minutes, Calvert City Drive-In
If you can't get there during the next two weekends, keep this
trip in mind for next semester. You can call the drive-in at 270395-4660 for exact show times or visit its Web site, calvertdrivein.com, for more information.
When you bundle up and head to Calvert City with your
sweetie, feel free to make the experience .even more 50s-esque forget about watching the movie, just hit up the back seat.

FM radio frequency at 88.3 MHz.
Admission is $5 for adults.
While at the theater, you can also grab a cheap bite to eat.
Because the drive-in tries to keep nostalgia alive, concessions
are sold at old-time prices. Hotdogs cost $125, hamburgers are
$2, and grilled cheese sandwiches are only $1.50. Popcorn, a
movie-date staple, costs $3 for a large and $1 fot a small. buttered
serving.
"Balls of Fury," rated PG-B, will be shown at 7:15p.m. and 8:45
p.m. Friday through Sunday. "No Reservations," rated PG, will
be shown at 7:05 p.m. and 8:45 p.m. Sept. 28-30.
During the summer, the theater is open every night of the
week. During the spring and fall, it is open only on weekends,
and during the winter the venue is closed. Show times vary with
each feature, depending on when the sun sets.
Located on Highway 95, one mile south of Highway 62, you
can get to the Calvert City from Murray in about 30 minutes.

Calvert City, Ky.
, lf you are looking for a fun date
this weekend, cuddle up with
your cutie at a 1950s-style drivein movie. The Calvert City Drive- 't::::::"41J)W/~/.
In. located in Calvert City, Ky., has
been in service for 54 years and is
f)nishing this year's season in the
t1ext two weekends.
The drive-in theater was built in
1953 with a 40-by~52 foot scr een size until
wind damage constituted a new screen. The current screen size
is 40 feet by 86 feet, big enough to give the 275-car capacity lot
s.ufficient viewing. At the end of the season the old building will
qe torn down, making room for a larger building. Traditional
drive-in theater speakers arc used, transmitting movie sound via

Every week the College life section will be providing fun and frugal trip Ideas. Clip out •
each week's destination and refer to it when you get In a rut and need to get away or are
Itching for an exciting adventure.
If you know of an lnterestinQ or entertainlnq event going on within a day's car ride,
send your Cheap Trip information and a phone numbe.r to rebecca.paskievlchtmur·
raystate.edu.
Also, if you get a chance to go to one of our Cheap Trip destinations. send an e-mail
to say how it went Safe travels!
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Willis Insurance, Inc.
DALE H.. Willis
201 North 5th Street
Murray, KY 42071
Call me today for a quote.
270-753-8485
dwillis@willis-insurance.com
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Celtic kilts, sheep, logs attract Highland Festival crowd
Charlotte Kyle
Staff writer
Fashion experts advise against wearing white after Labor Day, but they
never said anything about kilts.
Kilts were taken out of the closet last
weekend for the ninth annual Western
Kentucky Highland Festival.
Previously held in Paducah, Ky., this
was the festival's second year In Murray. Saturday's activities, open to the
community, included sheep herding
demonstrations, concerts, traditional
Celtic dances and athletic events.
The Highla.n d Games featured seven
events-the clachneart, the hammer, the
28 and 56-pound throw, the 56-pound
weight toss, the sheaf toss and the
caber.
The caber, which requires strength,
balance and timing, is the centerpiece
of the games. Competitors toss a
tapered 19-foot log, which weighs 100
to 130 pounds, in hopes of flipping it
over.
Clans from the region set up tents
displaying information about their
family history, while Keltae, the Celtic
Society at Libscomb University, gave
information to Murray State students
in hopes of sharing its program with
other schools.
Vendors sold authentic Celtic clothing and visitors could feast on haggis, a

Scottish dish made of sheep's heart,
liver and lungs.
.
Patrick Stewart, Western Kentucky
Highland Society's chairman of the
board, said about 1.000 people came to
Saturday's event, an approximate 10
percent increase from last year.
"'We're very thankful to the Murray
community, in addition to Western
Kentucky and Tennessee," Stewart
said. "People came from 100 miles in
every direction, maybe even farther.
The Murray Tourism Commission did
a wonderful job promoting the festival
and we had a lot o! support from many
businesses · and organizations in the
area."
Joseph Suiter, sophomore from Murray, attended the games last year after
becoming interested in his Scottish
heritage.
"I thought it'd be a great experience
to see some of my history up dose,"
Suiter said. "Not many people get the
opportunity to do that."
Suiter said he rented a kilt to wear.to
his high school senior prom because of
his ancestry and because "no one bad
ever done it before at Calloway County."

He said he plans on saving to purchase a kilt in the tartan, the unique
pattern of his family clan.
llaint• Kight/The News.
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at
charlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.
One of the Hic;~hland Festival's c;James. the caber competition, requires the participant to toss a19-foot loc;J, In hopes of fllppino it over.•
~-----------------

Talk Like a _P irate Day ships sophistication to sea
Casey Northcutt
Staff writer
The morning is calm and the sun shines as a
student's shrill cry of"Ahoy, matey. Shiver me
timbers, it's cold!" breaks the peace.
That would be a perfect Sept. 19 - for Mark
Summers, at least.
The social worker from Albany, Ore., claims
part of the credit for inventing Talk Like a
Pirate Day, a nonsensical holiday celebrated all
over the world.
"I'm a little surprised and shocked at how ungrown-up the world is," Summers said.
According to the holiday's Web site, talklikeapirate.com, the pirate jargon celebration
originated in 1995 during a heated racquetball
match between Summers and his friend, John
Bauer.
Their sportsmanlike banter quickly turned
into pirate slang like, "Now watch as I fll'e a
broadside straight into your yardarm."
They liked the Lingo so much they created a
holiday and scheduled it for a date they could
remember - Summers' ex-wife's birthday.
"We would call up our friends on Sept.l9 and
say 'Arrrrg' into the phone and hang up," Sum-

everyone to talk like pirates during court.
mers said. "That was the extent (of our
celebration) in those days."
The holiday spread to all seven conti·
nents, including a research station in
The two celebrated alone until 2002,
Antarctica. Summers said the scientists
when they e-mailed syndicated columcelebrate by drinking rum, getnist Dave Barry on a whim and
told him their idea.
~~~t ting naked and running to the
l
To their surprise, Barry liked
Pole.
"It's a reminder to adults that
wrote about it and helped bring
they, too. can play," he said.
piracy to the public.
For anyone wishing to join
According to the Web site, at
that point, "all hell broke loose." image courtesy of mindfully.org the craze. Summers said basic
pirate lingo is pretty simple.
The holiday gained popularity,
and Summers and Bauer, now known as Cap'n
UThe easiest thing in the world to do is add
'me hearties' to the end of every sentence," he
Slappy and 01' Chumbucket, started Talklikeapirate.com to keep it going.
said, "such as, 'I would like to order a pepper·
oni pizza, me hearties."'
"I think people identify with the freedom
Eli Phillips, junior from Benton, Ky., touts the
that is associated w ith the golden age of piraJolly Roger in his own way. Phillips said he first
cy," Summers said. "The pirate symbolizes
heard about Talk Like a Pirate Day his freshadventure and the idea that your life is what
man year of high school.
you dare it to be."
He said he started small his sophomore year,
As Talk Like a Pirate Day grew in fame, he
telling pirate jokes and saying. "Arrrg." His
said ~ople began e-mailing details of their
junior year, he wore a bandanna and handed
own pursuits of piracy.
out foam eye patches.
They've heard stories about a college profesBy his senior year. he reached his peak and
sor who taught classes dressed in pirate garb, a
attended class barefoot in full buccaneer
British police officer who used pirate lingo
~;egalia, writing only with an eagle's feather and
while issuing tickets and a judge who ordered

!iept:. i!9 @ 3 p.01.
V!i • ..Jack&onville !it:at:e

Family Weekend & Military Appreciation Day
Including a Blackhawk Helicopter,
Hum-V, Jeep, and Rock Wall
Military Receive 2 Tickets with 10
Ticket Office 270-809-4895
www.GoRacers.com

l\leedllne
Hygiene Drive
!ipon110red by
The .Journey
Church
The first 500 fans to bring a· hygiene
item will receive a Racer Fan Scroll
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black ink on pieces of burnt parchment.
"That was the day I came to class 30 minutes
late," he said. "I kicked open (my teacher) Mr.
Woods' door and said, • ... Captain Woods,
you'll have to forgive me, I woke up this morning with a headache from hell ... but I'm reporting for duty, sir.' He said, 'Aye, Aye. Command
the boys, and set sail.' Then J walked into class,
and everyone cheered."
He said he toned it down a bit for college,·
waving the Jolly Roger around campus or simply telling his favorite pirate jokes.
"I thought it was funny," he said. "You can
get away with a lot on Talk Like a Pirate Day if
you know your teachers well ~nough. Plus, J•
got in the yearbook for it."
Phillips said his recent disappointment with
the "Pirates of the Caribbean" movies has him
searching for a new linguistic holiday.
"We need something new to talk like," he
said. "People should talk like San Francisco
49er·style prospectors. They should say 'tarnations' and 'co<lswallup' and 'hootenanny.' ...
(We should talk like) that or 1950s cereal commercials."
Casey Northcutt can be . reached at
casey.northcutt@murraystate.edu.

